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A BSTRACT 
OUD '. SY K.NOX.lIBRARY 
f,AHd F,)STGRAOUATE "'ChOOl 
MO/Hbh,y eA 9~.s1~.:o 1 
Eanh-Crossing Asteroids (BCAs) are those asteroids whose orbit cross-section 
can intersect the capture cross section of the Earth as a result of secular gravitational 
perturbations This thesis provides a framework for understanding the origin, nature, and 
types ofECAs The change in velocity requirements to achieve a two Eanh radii 
deflection for long and short-term warning scenarios ace developed. Next, a method of 
developing hypothetical Earth colliding asteroid orbits is presented, These hypothetical 
orbits are used in two ways: (I) to evaluate the ability of Dance of the Plallets, a solar 
system simulation model developed by Applied Research and Consulting, Inc, to 
accurately propagate orbits of imported asteroid orbits, and (2) to analyze the sensitivity 
of deflection distam;e to variation in deflection angle and orbital param<.--ters of a given 
orbit. inaccuracies during importation of data precluded the use of Dance of the Plallels 
for the purpose of sensitivity analysis. The program does provide an excellent tool fOJ 
visualization of ECA sct!narios. Consequently, a simpler orbital model was developed to 
provide a Earth miss distance sensitivity analysis. With one asteroid orbital period 
waming the minimum change in velocity to deflect an asteroid two Earth radii is 
approximately 0.135 mls and the optimal deflection is along the flight path. Maximum 
deflection occurs when the deflection is applied at perihelion. The miss distance decreases 
markedly with increase in true anomaly until it is a minimum at aphelion 
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I. INTROOUCl10N 
Impacts by Eanh-crossing Asteroids (ECAs) and comets, collectively kno\>,'ll as 
Ncar-Earth Objects (NEOs), pose a significant and unique challenge to the scientific 
community. The smdy of these space-bome bodies has spanned a broad range of 
disciplines: mechanical , electrical, aeronautical , and astronautical engineers, 
astronomers, nuclear physicists, to name but a few. Various camps have, at different 
limes, proposed new search strategies and detection methods to ensure a propcr tally of 
potential colliders, forwarded techniques, both nuclear and non-nuc!car, to mitigate the 
disaster a colliding body may impart, and designed missions to intercept, rendezvous, and 
study a few of the clnser hodies. The recent impact of comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 with 
Jupiter only served to stimulate additional inkrest in th<: subject ofNEOs. 
Recognizing the potential s<:riousn<:ss ofsllch events, the United States Congress 
in 1992 mandated that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
conduct two workshops to study two major research areas ofNEOs: Detection and 
Mitigation. The United States House of Representatives, in NASA Multiyear 
Authorization Act of 1990 said, in part: 
Ib<: committee believes that it is imperative that the detection rate of 
Earth-orbit-erossing asteroids must be increased substantially, and that the 
means to destroy or alter tile orhits of asteroids when they thn::aten 
collision should b<: defined and agreed upon intemationally. 
The chances of the Earth being struck by a large asteroid are extremely 
small, hut since the consequences of such a collision arc <:xtremely large, 
the Committee believes it is only prudent to a~sess the nature of the threat 
and prepare to deal with it. We have the technology to detect such 
asteroids and to prevcnt their collision 
nle Committee therefore directs that NASA undertake t\vo workshop 
studies. The first would define a program for dramatically increasing the 
detection rate of Earth-orbit-crossing asteroids; this study would address 
the costs, schedule technology, and equipment required for precise 
definition of the orbits of such bodies. The second study would define 
systems and technologi<:s to alt<:r th<: orbits of such asteroids or to destroy 
them ifth<:y should pose a danger to life on Earth. The Committee 
recommends international participation in these studies and suggest that 
they be conducted within a year of the passage of this legislation. [Ref. 11 
As a result two conferences were conducted. The first, the NASA International 
Near-Earth-Object Detection Workshop, was conducted in three sessions from June 
through November 1991. Their work concentrated on improving the rate at which ECAs 
are discovered; the results are documented in reference I. The second conference, 1be 
Near-Earth-Object Interception Workshop, was held in January 1992 and hosted by Los 
Alamos National Laboratory. It concentrated on the issues surround the mitigation of 
ECAs and associated technologies. Even more recently, an ECA conference was held in 
March 1995 at Lawrence Livermore National Labomtories. Conference proceedings have 
not yet been published. 
These conference reports address the majority of the issues surrounding NE9s; 
however, there is much work remaining. Advances in detection technology such as 
improved sensors, computer search algoritluns, and space radar support would 
significantly speed the rate at which NEOs arc identified. Space missions to candidate 
asteroids can provide essential information regarding the structure and composition of 
asteroid bodies. Optimization of intercept trajectories and continued improvemcnts to the 
space lmmch vehicles will all be directly applicablc to the mitigation of these potentially 
dangerous objects. 
At the onset of this project there were three main goals: (1) Conduct a thorough 
and exhaustive survey of the current literature in the area ofECAs, (2) Analyze and 
select from commercially available software applications the candidate most likely to aid 
in the visualization of asteroid mitigation through deflection, and (3) Develop mitigation 
scenarios and detennine the sensitivity of the circular solution to elliptical orbits. 
Research under the Space Warfare Research Program, sponsored by the Air 
Force's Space Warfare Center, was divided into four sections. Two major components of 
NEOs, ECA's and Earth-crossing Comets (ECCs), are described and categorized . 
Deflection options are presented and the maximum size asteroid which could be detlec1l:d 
is estimated. lbe most effective deflection angle is established and thc required change 
in velocity to pemrrb an object by two Earth radii is determined, Methodology for 
developing hypothetical asteroid orbits is also presented. i\ commercially available 
software application, Dance of the Planets, is evaluated for its usefulness in verifying the 
deflection of assailant objects and testing the mathematical solutions for optimal 
deflection. Finally, all analysis ofsensitiYity of miss distance to variations in orbit shape 
and deflection direction is conducted. The issues compiled in this thesis address only a 
small port ion of the asteroid mitigation problem, and an eyen smaller portion of the 
broader subject ofECAs. 

IT. NEAR EARTH OBJECTS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
There are: two broad categories of objects whose orbits bring them close to that of 
the Earth: asteroids and comets. Astronomers classifY the objects into one ofthe two 
categories ba5cd upon their telescopic appearance. Any object which appears to be star-
like is called an asteroid. If the object has a visible atmosphere or a tail then it is a comet. 
[Ref. 1} lbis difference is, in part, due to the composition oflhe of the object. Asteroids 
have no atmosphere and may have physical and compositional properties ranging from 
loosely aggregated cometary i(cs to solid metal. [Ref. 21 Cornel nuclei are composed of 
a complex mixtufI: of volatile ices, waler, and hydrocarbon and silicate grains. As a 
comet is heated by the Sun as it approaches perihelion, then:: is a noticeable out-gassing of 
evaporative materiaL [Ref. 31 Further discussions on each broad classification of Near-
Earth Objccts (NEOs) are provided below. 
n. ASTEROIDS 
When viewing the solar system, shown in Figure lFigure 1, the empty gap 
between Mars and Jupitcr is readily apparent. Kepler contemplated a "missing planet" as 
he STUdied the solar system, a:; described by tbe measurements ofTycho Brahe. [Ref. 4] 
figure I. Depiction of Solar Syskm Through Jupiter. from Ref. 4. 
Bode's law, named after Johann Bode's effort to stir interest in an unknown planet 
in 1772, uses a simple relationship to generate the mean distances in Astronomical Units 
(AU) of the principal planets. The relationship is generated by writing down the series 0, 
3,6,12, ... , add 4 to each number and dividing by 10. As shown in Table I, Bode's law 
generates fairly accurate locations for all the planets except Neptune and Pluto. 
BODE'S LAW ACTUAL 
PLANET DISTANCE DISTANCE 
\1ercurv 0.4 0.39 
Venus 0.7 0.72 E_ 1.0 1.00 
Mars 1.6 1.52 
Asteroids avera e 2.8 2.65 
Jupiter 5.2 5.20 
S,rum 10.0 9.52 
Uranus 19.6 19.28 
Neptune 38.8 30.17 
, Pluto 77.2 39.76 
Tahle 1. Bode s Law,s. Mean Planetary Dlstance 
This fits the actual positions of the planets through Saturn very welL except for the 
position a12.8 AU. This position, between the orbil of Mars and Jupiter remains empty, 
except for the asteroid belt. [Ref. 4] 
1. Early H istory 
In view of Bode's law, a group of24 astronomers fonned a society in Europe in 
1800 to solve the probkm of a planet, surmised 10 be missing, between Mars and Jupiter. 
Each astronOmer wa~ given a region of the zodiac. [Ref. 41. 
Giuseppe Piaui, in Palermo, Italy, was already engaged in a star charting project. 
He located a dim, lillcharted ' star' that shifted position from night to night. This was 
Ceres, discovered un January 01,1801 . He observed it fur41 days before it was lost due 
tu bad weather and the illness ofPiazzi. [Ref. 4] . 
Karl Friedrich Gauss became involved with the intricate mathematical problem of 
calculating an adequate recovery orbit [or Ceres. With his hdp, Ceres wa~ sighted on 
December 07, 1801 . Gauss' ingenuity was of great significance to the field of celestial 
mechanics. The basic elements of Ceres \vere eccentricity of 0.08, inclination of 11 0 , and 
semi-major axis of2.77 AU. [Ref. 4J. 
Heinrich Wilhelm Olbers found a second unknown 'planet', Pallas, in !vtareh 
1802, whilc helping Gauss observe Ceres. Gauss next calculated an orbit for Pallas. 
Many scientists contributed in the calculation of the orbital dements, and in the 
development of perturbation theories to account for the infiuence of Jupiter. This was 
one of the first documented efforts at the development of planetary theory from which 
highly accurate planet ephemerides are possible. [Ref. 41-
Discovery of additional asteroids progressed rapidly over the course of the neld 
century, pmicular1y \vith the implementation of photography in the search process in 
1891 . By 1900, 463 asteroid~ had been di:;covcred, and by \950, 1568. By 1993, 
approximately 5500 numbered asteroids had been documented Approximately 300 
numbered asteroids arc added annually. Numbered asteroids have orbits confinned by 
observations at two or more oppositions (when the asteroid-Earth-Sun angle equals 180°). 
Many others asteroids havc only provisional dt:Signations [Ref. 4]. 
2. Origin and Nature of Asteroids 
There are many plausible explanations for the existence and fonnation of 
asteroids. Onc scenario suggests the asteroids fonned from planetcsimals which were 
never able to aeercte into planet sized bodics due to the disturbing influences of a proto-
Jupiter. There are many inconsistencies v·/ith Ihis theory. First, from the planetesimal 
model, there should be between one and two F..arth masses of planetesimals in the region 
of the asteroid bell. All ofthe asteroids together, however, are no morc than 0.08% of the 
mass of the Earth. Some mechanism is responsible for this loss of mass. Secondly, 
individual asteroids have high relative velocities. Iney do not fit the orderly picture of 
planetesimals analogous to Saturn's rings: bodies lying in nearly the same plane v.ith low 
relative velocities between neighboring bodies. Again, some mechanism is responsible 
for the high relative velocities which produce collision fragmentation and not collision-
accretion. Finally, many stony and metallic meteorites, derivcd from asteroids, have clear 
indications of melting, elemental differentiation, and slow cooling, similar to that found 
in the planets. The process of this development is not fully understood. [Ref. 4J 
There has been much debate as to the origin of ncar-Earth asteroids. Because 
these are planet crossing asteroids, they have a dynamic lifetime (the average time before 
a planet crossing astcroid impacts one of the inner planets) of approximately 3 x 107 yr. 
As such, thcre must be some mechanism responsible for their n:plenishment. Thcre are 
two main thcories, divided largely bet\veen observers and dynamicists, which attempt to 
explain the source of these objects. Observers generally believe that the ncar-Earth 
asteroids were derived trom the main asteroid belt due to spectropically similar objects in 
the main belt. Dynamici~ts believe they may be largely of cometary origin They do nOI 
believe that there is sufficient dynamical interaction in the main asteroid belt to resupply 
the near~Eatth orbit asteroid population. [Ref. 3] 
Asteroids are nwnbered in the order they are discovered with orbits verified \vith a 
minimum of three ohservations. The majority also have natm:s assigned. The first 
asteroid discovered, 1 Ceres, is approximately 932 kIn in diameter, and represents abmlt 
30% ofthe total mass of asteroids. 4 Vesta and 2 Pallas, approximately 528 km and 523 
km, respectively, are next in size. There are approximately 30 other main belt asteroids 
\vith diamekrs larger than 200 kIn. For ohjects with the same density, the mass varies as 
the third power of their linear dimensions. From this, it is easy to ascertain that most of 
the total mass of the asteroids is fOWld in the few largest. Ceres isjust below the limit fo r 
the c1ass~3 satellite size category of 1000-1600 kIn, of which Sattun and Uranus each 
have four. [Ref. 4]. 
3. Asteroid Close Approaches 
Although there are a large nwnber of asteroids, their nwnber is limited by our 
abil ity to detect them. This remains one of the biggest challenges in the field. Most 
newly discovered asteroids are dimmer and usually smaller than previomly discovered 
asteroids. By far the majority arc frdgments of ancient parent hodies, unlike Ceres which 
has retained most of its original shape and mass. rRef. 4]. 
Near Earth Asteroids (NEA) are of interest because they lie well inside tht: main 
asteroid belt, and they do not have long tenn stability because they will t:ventually t:ither 
1) collide with one of the inner planets, or 2) be ejeetetl from this rt:gion by a near-
collision encounter. Earth impact rate for objects ofpotentialJy cataclysmic size is 
estimated at 3-4 per million years. No such collisions have been yet been prediekd, 
however. The "spacewatch" telescope on Kitt Peak finds several close approaches per 
month. [Ref. 41. 
Many EeAs have come relatively close to the Earth. Hermes, in 1937, passed 
within 800,000 km (twice the distance to the Moon) of the Earth. It's orhit was lost and 
it ' s location is no longer known. On January 18, 1991, 1991BA passcd within 
approximately 170,000 km (0.00 11 AU) of the Earth. The newly discovered near-Earth 
astcroid 1994 XM 1 made the closest approach to the Earth of any object discovered 
outside the earth's atmosphere---some 105 ,000 km ou the morning of Dec. 9 over Russia 
The diameter was estimated to be approximately 6-13 meters 
There are many more asteroids with the potential for inner planet encounters 
Among them are 433 Eros, 887 Alinda, 1036 Ganymed, 1221 Amor, 1566 Icarus, 1580 
Betulia, 1620 Geographos, and 1627 h'ar. There are many other inner asteroids of note 
3200 Phaethon has the greatest asteroid eccentricity, and the smallest perihelion, 0.135 
AU, 1951 Lick is located entirely between the orbits of Earth and Mars; it doesn't cross 
any orbit. 2062 Aten is entirely inside Earth's orbit. 2102 Tantalus has the highest 
inclination of any numbered asteroid (64°) 1973na has an even greater inclination (68°). 
4. Earth-Crossing Asteroids 
There are many asteroids well within the orbits of the inner planets A current list 
of all ECAs through 1991 in cOlltained in reference 5. These asteroids are of interest 
because they lie well illside the main asteroid belt. Some of these come quite close to the 
orbit of Earth. All Earth-crossing Asteroid (ECA) has been defined as a minor planet 
whose orbit can iutersect the capture cross-section ofthe Earth as a result of secular 
gravitational perturbations [Ref 5] ECAs ha\'e secular periods on the order of tens of 
thousands of years 
a. Secular Variations 
It has been shov.n that an asteroid orbit which overlaps the orbit ofa planet 
may, as a result of the advance of the line ofapsides, intersect the orbit of the planet. If 
iO 
tbe orbit of the planct is of low eccentricity and is overlapped by an asteroid orbit which is 
highly eccentric, the two orbits will be linked, like links ofa chain, when the argument of 
perihelion is 0 or ;t and unlinked when the unlinked at nl2 or 3m2_ In one complete 
rotation of the line of apsides, the orbits transition from linked to unlinked ~'tates a total of 
fo ur times, providing four possibJe intersel'tions oftbc two orbits_ These intersections of 
crossings may be found by solving the polar equation of the ellipse, and Ol'cur at 
wblCre (;) is the argument of perihelion, a is the scmi-major axis of the asteroid orbit, e is 
the eccentricity of asteroid orbit at the timc of intersection, and p is tbe radius to the 
planet's orbit along the line of nodes at the time ofintersel'tion. [Ref 6] Because most 
planet's orbits are not circular and there are secular variations in e, p will have four 
different values for each rotation of the line of apsides whieh can be found by 
(I) 
simultaneously solving Eqn (1) and the polar equation for the elliptical orbit of the planet 
This type of orbit is referred to as a quadruple crosser, and is shown in Figure 2 using 
asteroid 2062 Aten as an example. The figure shows one eycle of advance of ID starting at 
(jJ == 0 The solid line shows the ascending node and the dashed line shows the descending 
node 
Figure 2. Secular Variation of Radius to the Node of the Orbit of2062 
Aten. hom Ref 6. 
11 
Secular variations in e may be sufficiently high to change the depth of 
orbital penetration of the assailant body. In this case the orbits may transition from a non-
overlapped condition at OJ = 0, n to a relativcly dl:t:p overlap at OJn/2, 3n!2. The first 
crossing occurs due to the secular increase in e as w bl:gins its rotation from 0 to n/2, thus 
linking the orbits. The second crossing occurs as w incrl:ases sufficiently to unlink the 
orbit~. Thus, there arc two crossings during each '/2 advance of the line of apsides. Thls 
type of asteroid is known as an oc/uple crosser. An example is shown in using a..<;teroid 
1580 Belulia, the first asteroid where this type of behavior was reeognizl:d. (Ref. 6 J 
Approximately 1.5 cycles of advance of OJ are shown, with the solid line representing the 
ascl:nding node and the dashed line representing the descending node. 
Figure 3. Secular Variation of Radius to the NodI: of the Orbit of 
1974MA. From Ref. 6. 
If the inclination of the asteroid with respect to the ecliptic plane is 
sufficiently high, the secular perturbations are not strong enough to influence a 
continuous advance in 0). In this case, 0) librates around;t/2 or 3n/2. When this occurs, a 
large oscillation of e can occur during the libration cycle leading to orbit intersection four 
times during each libration cycle of (i). 1bese types of asteroid are called quadruple 
crossing OJ libra/ors. An example is shov.Tl in Figure 4 using asteroid 1973 NA. 
A'pproximately five libration cycles of omega are: shown. [Ref. 6}. 
12 
Figun: 4. Secular Variation of Radius to the Node ufthe 
Orbit of 1973 NA. From Ref. 6. 
The fourth type of ECA are knOv,TI as supercrossers and result from 
asteroids that librate about the 3: 1 wmmensurability with Jupiter. The resonant effects of 
these perturbations cause a relatively high frequency oscillation in a and e which lead to 
rdatively high frequency oscillations (4 cycles in approximately 1400 years) bct\veen 
periods of overlap and nonoverlap of the two orbits. For example, asteroid 1915 
Quetzalcoatl, shown in Figure 5, had nine crossings ofthe Eanh's orbit over a period of 
approximately 1400 years. Approximately four cycles oflibration of the mean motion of 
the asteroid are shown. [Rd. 6J 
Figure 5. Secular Variation of Radius to the Ascending 
Node of 1915 Quetzalcoatl. From Ref. 6. 
h. Classel· of Earth-Crol·sing Asteroids 
In addition to classifying asteroids by the type of secular perturbations they 
experience, Earth-erussing asteroids are further divided into three groups on the basis of 
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theiT present osculating orbital elements: (1) Aten asteroids, (2) Apollo asteroids, and 
(3) Earth-crossing Aruor asteroids. 
(I) Aten. The orbits of Aten asteroids have a semi-major axis less 
than I AU. Their orbits overlap those of the Earth ncar their aphelia, as shown in Figure 
6. 
View Looking Down +2 
2340 Hathor 
a = 0.844 
e = 0.450 
Q= 1.224 
Figure 6. An Aten Type Asteroid. 
This elass includes all asteroids with a < 1.0 AU and with the aphelion distance of the 
asteroid, Q> 0.983 AU. lbe asteroid's orbit can intersect that of Earth as the Earth's 
perihelion distance is 0.983 AU. The first Aten v. as discovered relatively recently, in 
1976. Fifteen were known as of August 1993. They represent approximately 10% of the 
180 known ECAs. lbe first three discovered exhibit continuous, or nearly continuous 
orbital overlap with Earth and are characterized as deep quadruple erossers. [Ref. 6J. 
The total number of Aten asteroids to visual magnitude has been 
estimated to be on the order of I 00. In the same way that some Earth-crossing Amors 
have current osculating orbits entirely outside the orbit of the Earth, some Atcns may 
have orbits entirely inside the orbit of the Earth. Shoemaker et. aL numbers these at a few 
tens of objects out to visual magnitude 18. WeI. 6J 
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(2) Apollo. The orbits of Apollo asteroids are those asteroids with 
aZ 1.0 AU, and perihelion distance, q.:S' 1.017 AU, where 1.017 is the aphelion distance of 
the Earth. All example is presented in Figure 7. 
View Lookillg DOWII +Z axis 
4660 Nereus 
a = 1.490 
e = 0.360 
q = .954 
1' = APheiJC>ll I 
o - Pcrih.linn 
Figure 7. An Apollo Type Asteroid. 
125 Apollos have been discovered, which represents approximatc!y ffi'o -thirds of all 
ECAs. All hut about 5% of all Apollo asteroids are ECAs. lRefs. 6 and 5] Of those 
known in 1979, approximately 60% were quadruple nossers, 20% were octuplc erossers, 
5% were quadruple nossers part of the time at oetup1e crosscrs part of the time, and 15% 
were quadruple crossing (0 llhrators. [Rcf. 6J In 1932 the first Earth-crossing asteroid, 
1862 Apollo, was found by K. Reirunuthat Heidelberg. [Ref. 8J 
(3) Arnor. Although Arnor asteroids have perhaps the simplest 
definition of all, the fact that some arc in Earth-crossing orbits can he confusing. Thcir 
orbits are defined strictly upon the orbital perihelion distance, 1.017,,; q '!:: 1.3 AU. Thcy 
havc perihelions close, but a little outside of the Earth's orbit. The first discovery of an 
astcroid of this cla~s wa~ 433 Eros in 1898. [Ret: 4] However, thc traditional namc for 
Atens comes from the asteroid of the same name discovcred by E. Delporte at Uccle, in 
1932. [Ref. 8] The 47 known Arnor asteroids comprise approximately 25% of all [CAs. 
[Ref. 5] rhe upper limit for perihelion distance of 1.3 AI.." was chosen because is it is 
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near a minimwn in the radial frequency distrihution of q for discovered objects. [Ref. 6] 
As discussed previously, some Amors can become Apollos and vice versa, due to secular 
perturbations. The classifications are ba.<.ed on the category at the tUne of discovery. For 
example, if the Arnor asteroid 1915 Qm::tzaicoati had been discovered in 1942, it would 
have been classified as an Apollo asteroid. [Ref. 6J An example of an Earth-crossing 
ArnOT is shown Figure 8. 
~."'~." , e ~ 0.651 q·.709 
- - § 
Figure 8. An Aruor Type Asteroid. 
c, Distant Asteroids 
While most a"teroids arc contained within the main belt, there are some 
that lie outside that area. The Trojans, shov.'l1 in Figure I, are a group of approximately 
100 asteroids in two thinly populated lobes centered on Jupiter's orbit at about the 
Lagrangian L4 and L~ points. They are in stable orbits and have an orbital resonance of 
1: 1 (the ratio ofthc number of orbits of the asteroid to that ora third body) with Jupiter. 
While not tightly grouped about the Lagrangian points, they librate about these nominal 
positiOOlJ, moving closer and further from Jupiter, but not far from its orbit. [Ref. 4J 
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Opposite Jupiter, there is a thinner lobe centered on the Lagrangian L3 
point. These arc known as the Hilda asteroids and have a 3:2 resonance with Jupiter 
Over 40 Hilda type asteroids have heen discovered. Hilda orbit<; are very similar to some 
short-period comet orbits. The difference being that the Hilda asteroids arc in stable 
orbi ts while the shan-period comets arc not. [Ref. 4J 
Another asteroid of note is 279 Thule. It is the only known 4:3 asteroid. It 
is unique in that having a resonancc near unity places it near Jupiter's orbit where it is 
strongly perturbed every three Jovian years, yet remains in a stable orbit. 944 Hidalgo has 
a comet-like orbit that takes it out nearly to Saturn. 1373 Cincinnati experiences 
relatively strong perturbations from Jupiter but has no resonance making it unique. 
2060 Chiron was the first trans-Saturn asteroid. Discovered in 1977, it has 
a diameter ofapproximatcly 200 km. Its motion has been simulated by researchers back 
to 1664 Be, whcn it appears to have come within approximatdy 0.1 AU of Saturn. 
1 992QB 1 appears to be of similar size to Chi ron but its orbit extends beyond that of 
Pluto. Exotic bodies such as these may be from the long-postulated Kuiper belt, 
discussed in the comet section. 
d. Asteroid Classifications 
Asteroids an: of four different classifications based upon the photometric 
characteristics of the reflected light, the amount of which is a function of their nattrre and 
composition of their swface material. 111is classification is only bast.-d upon spectral 
characteristics. The main types have good correlation to location in the asteroid belt. 
Most asteroids fall into one of the following four categories. [Ref. 4]. 
S-typc. A broad distribution of asteroids centered at about 2.3 AU 
from the Silll. This type is associated with stony-iron meteorites, although some scientists 
question this association. These asteroids have high concentrations of nickel and iron, 
with approximately equal amounts of metals and silicates. These are pre~umed to be the 
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exposed fragments from the inner cores of larger parent bodies. These are the second 
most prevalent type ofastcroid. [Ref. 4]. 
C-type. The most common type of asteroid with a relatively shrop 
distribution centered at about 3.1 AU from the Sun. Thought to be wmposed of material 
similar to earhonaceous chondritic meteorites, C-types are very dark with an albedo of 
approximately 0.04. They have various grainy, earbon rich, roek-like mineralogies, and 
are a complicated group to examine photospectrally. Most scientists agree Ceres is a C-
type asteroid. [Ref. 4]. 
M-type. Asteroids with moderate reflectivity and a reddish spectra 
associated v.ith metals, particularly Ni-Fe are known as M-type asteroids. Similar 
meteorites are the nickel-irons and the enstatite chondrites, which have Ni-Fe embedded 
in silicates. There are not many M-type asteroids. The distinction between M-type and 
S-type asteroids is not clear and there are many similarities between them. [Ref. 4]. 
D-typc. D-type asteroids have low albedos and reddish spectra and 
are primarily the Trojans, located near the orbit of Jupiter. They are composed mostly of 
clays with magnetite and carbon-rich materials. No mett:oritcs match these spectral 
characteristics but the dark side of Sa tum's Iapetus is a good match. [Ref. 4). 
e, Earth-Crossing Asteroid Population 
Visual magnitude is defined as an arbitrary muuber, measured on a 
logarithmic scale, used to indicate the brighuless ofan object. A one magnitude 
difference is the fifth root of 100, and is approximately equal to a factor of 2.512. The 
brighter the asteroid, the lower the nwnerical value of magnitUde. Very bright objects 
have negative magnitudes. 
The absolute magnitude, H, ofan asteroid is the magnitude the asteroid 
would have if it were I AU from the Sun, and viewed from the Sun. For example, if an 
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asteroid was 2 AU from the Sun and viewed from I AU a\vay, it would be four times 
dimmer, or about 1.5 magnitude less bright 
As most ECAs are discovered through direct telescopic ohservation, the 
absolute magnitude of the asteroids is of extreme importance to an observer. In general, 
tbe larger the diameter of an object, the lower the value of absolute mah'llitude (the object 
is brighter than a similar asteroid of smaller diameter). As a result, the large asteroids are 
often discovered more quickly than the smaller objects. 
The two most common types of asteroids are C-type and S-type. Table 2 
presents the current estimaies of ECA discovery completeness hased on absolute 
magnitude, H. Estimated diameters, based on the albedo of the two most prevalent types 
of asteroids, are also presented. 
Percent Asteroid type 
H di~covered C-type diameter S-typc dianleter 
13.2 100% 12 km 6km 
15.0 35% 6km lkm 
16_0 15% 'km 2 km 
17.7 7% 2 km Ikm 
Table 2. Estimaied Discovery Completeness From Ref. 5 
Numerous ~tudies have attempted to estimate the total number of asteroids 
in Earth-crossing orbit~. These estimates are ba~ed on a power law relationship 
N=kDb (2) 
where N is the number of asteroids larger than a given diameter, D. k is a constant and b 
is the power-law exponent. The general fonn of the size distrihution is based on 
observation as the actual detailed distributions remain unkno\'r'TI. 
There are approximately 180 kno"''TI Earth-crossing asteroids. lhe 
characteristics of Apollo a~teroids that overlap the Earth's orbit part of the time and the 
characteristics of Earth-cro~sing Amots are essentially identical. The db'linction is 
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derived from the present state of the cycle of variation of their perihelion distance. The 
majority of Earth-crossing Arnors are shallow crosscrs, while the majority of Apollos are 
deep crosscrs. Because the orbits of most Earth-crossing Amors only overlap the orbit of 
Earth for a small period of time, they retain their traditional classification as Arnor 
asteroids. [Ref. 6] 
Based on the best infonnation to datc, an cstimate of the number of Earth-
crossing asteroids larger than a given diameter, D, are shown in Figure 9. For this 
poPJ lation model, changes in the power law are estimated to occur at diameters of 10m, 
70 m, and 3.5 km. 
Figure 9. Estimated Number of Earth-Crossing Asteroids. From Ret: 5. 
C CO:\1.ETS 
Comets are a diffuse bodies of ga<; and solid particles (such as CN, c2, Nih and 
OlI), ·which orbit the Sun. Their orbits arc highly elliptical or even parabolic in nature. 
Edmund Halley uscd Newton's celestial mechanics to show that comets orbited the Sun. 
He then dcduced that one sPI.:ctacular comet in particular W~ returning to Earth Voith a 
period of76 years. His correct prediction oflhc comet's return in 1758 made it comet 
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HaJley. Today, as many as 10 '1 to 10 12 comets remain, orbiting the solar system in the 
Oart Cloud and Kuiper Belt, described in Section 2, below 
1. Comet Classifications 
Comcts which have an elliptical orbit are known as periodic comets. A significant 
nwnher of comets also havc parabolic or hyperbolic orbits and will, therefore, make only 
one perihdion passage. The periodic comets are further divided into short-period and 
long-period comets. 
a. Short-Period Comets 
Short period comets are defined as those whose orbits lie predominately 
~vithin the realm of the solar system. These include all the comets which have been seen 
more than once. The shortest knO'ml period is that of comet Encke at 3.3 years while the 
longest extcnd up to 200 years. Most shon-period comets have inclinations close to the 
ecliptic, less than approximately 35°. [Refs. 4 and 3] About 95% move in a direct scnse. 
Comet Halley is a short period comet in a retrograde orbit. More recently, short-period 
comets have been further divided into nyo additional classes: (I) Jupiter and (2) HaUey. 
Comets in the Jupiter family have periods of less than 20 years with inclinations close to 
that of thc ecliptic and direct orbits. Halley type comets have period of20 < P < 200 
years. In gcneral , Halley type comets have higher average inclinations than Jupiter type 
h. Long-Period Comets 
Long period comets are those with periods greater than 200 ycars. wng-
period comets are randomly distributed on thc celestial sphere. Oftcn it is difficult to 
distinguish an orbit with a very long period (on the order of I OS - 107 years) from a 
parabolic or hyperbolic orbit. Many appear to have aphelia of 20,000-50,000 AU. These 
types of comets come from all directions. There is no relationship for the orientation of 
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the orbit with respect to the ecliptic or for direct revolution. Approximately one-third of 
all long-period comets observed are on weakly hyperbolic orbits. 
2. The Origin and Nature of Comets 
Many scientists believe comets to be planetesimals fanned in the colder reaches 
of tbe solar system, beyond Saturn, and perhaps beyond Neptune. Those "cometesimals" 
in the planet realm of the solar system were presumed to be ejected by perturbations from 
the outer planets. These comets now reside in the Oort Cloud, at the outer reaches of our 
Sun's gravitational influence. The Oon cloud, named after Jan Oort in 1950, is a 
reservoir of comets located about a light-year from the Sun. 
Comets are brought into the Earth's realm from their orbits in the Ocrt cloud or 
the Kuiper belt as they are perturbed by Jupiter or passing stars every few million years 
and result in comet insenion back into the solar system. [Ref. 9] 
At the same time Jan Oort was formulating his hypothesis, the structure of comets 
wa<; proposed by Fred Whipple. His "dirty snowball" model hypothesizes a composition 
of various ices, predominantly H20, along with Jesser amounts of silicate and other 
mineral dusts. This analysis of the dirty snowbalUOort cloud has remained the generally 
accepted model, , .... ith subsequent modification and elaboration due to follow-on research. 
Relatively recent comet space probes, particularly to comet Halley in 1986, have greatly 
increased general knowledge about the comet. 
3. The Oort Cloud 
The factors that led to Oort's comet cloud model were I) very long-period orbits 
that were commonly found to have aphelia of around 50,000 AU, 2) the la,ge resenroir 
that would be required in order to supply comets over the last 4 billion years at the rate 
they appear in the inner solar system (a trillion or so), and 3) the fact that very long-
period comets appear trom all directions. Oort proposed that the planetary system was 
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surrounded by a distant spherical cloud of comets extending approximately one-half the 
distance to the nearest stars. The comet cloud is perturbed by passing stars which cause 
the injection of a long-period comet into our solar system. The source of the Oort cloud 
is postulated to be icy planetesimals ejected by the proto-planets in the outer solar system. 
panieularly Uranus and Neptune. [Ref. 3J 
4. The Kuiper Delt 
The Kuiper Belt is a disk thought to be composed icy planetesimal remnants 
beyond Neptune, and was first proposed by Kuiper in 1951. Because these renmanLs have 
such a high orbital periods and because the density o[material in the solar nebula 
accretion disk decreases beyond Neptune, this material was unable to accrete into a 
planetary body. It has heen postulated that the Kuiper Belt is responsible for supplying 
the low-inclination Jupiter-class comets. LRef. 3J 
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lIT. DEFENDING THE EAUTH AGAINST IMPACTS FROM 
LARGE COMETS ANn ASTEROIDS. 
A. INTRODucno:\, 
There are numerous illustrations of asteroid and comet impacts on Earth: 
meteori te craters, astroblemns, and certain circular geologic slruclUres. Many hypotheses 
have been fornlU lated to predict the consequences ofa collision with a Near Earth Object 
(NEO) ""';th the Earth. Damage could be localized to a small geographical area, n:sult in 
regional political instabilities, or cause devastating climatic change, dwarfing the feared 
"nuclear winter" damage of a global thennonuclear war. Recent research into the effects 
ofa collision have fairly well established the evidence for severe climate alterations. The 
best kno\.\'1l and mosl extensively investigated impact occUlTed on the Yucatan Peninsula, 
at the boundary oflhe Carboniferous and Paleogeneous Ages, 65 million years ago, and is 
thought to have catl~ed the extinction of giant reptiles of that time. The geochemical and 
paleontological record has demonstrated that a 10- to IS-km diameter NEO impacted the 
Earth with the force of 100 million megatons in explosive energy. [Rcf. I] ·lbe 
frequency of such impact~ is small but not insignificant. 
The most energetic event of this century occurred over the Tunguska Valley in 
1908. It was surmised that this event resulted from the break-up of a chondritie asteroid 
at an altitude of several kilometers. The explosive yield was originally estimated at 15-
20 megatons (Mt) of TNT, although recent estimates have placed that number a~ high as 
48 MI, which leveled approximately 2,000 square kilometers afforest. [Ref. 9] 
There are numerous ways of deflecting an Earth-crossing asteroid or comet. One 
involves a direct, kinetic energy type weapon, which impart<; a change in momentum to 
the assailant objer.,"t. A second way of mitigating the threat from an EeA or comet is 
through the use of nuclC<!r explosive devices. Issues of great importance surrounding the 
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use ofa nuclear device on a potential colliding object include: 1) estimating the 
radiation cncrgy transfcr to its surface; 2) maximizing radiation ener!,,), transfer; 3) 
understanding the hydrodynamic motion and mass blow-off from the surface, and the 
resultant momentum transfer; and 4) gaining knowkdgc ofthe various ways the object 
may be disrupted due to fracture or fragmentation. [Ref. 9]. Regardless of whether onc 
of these, or some other method, is chosen, the sevcral basic issucs must be thoroughly 
under~:C'Jd before an attcmpt is undertaken to deflcct an objcct. 
Thc most likely candidate for mitigating the danger of an Earth impact is a rocket-
delivered nuclear explosive. Nuclear explosive devices posscss the highcst concentration 
of energy, and can be manufactured with warheads yielding 100 Mt or more. A 
thcrmonuclcar chargc with a yield of 1 Mt has a mass of the ordcr of 0.5 ton. Of interest 
is the fact that to obtain the equivalent energy by impact of a body of the same mass 
requires an impact velocity of approximately 4,000 km/s. [Rcf. 9). 
Simoncnko et al. [Ref. 9] presents a list of problems that must be considered 
before thc dcve/opmcnt of a dcfensivc system could be undertaken. 
1. Assessment of the number of dangerous cosmic bodies and their probability of 
their collision with the Earth. 
2. Assessment of the time required to dctect and identify them as dangerous 
3. Understanding of the object's motion in the immediate vicinity of the Earth, 
penetration of the atmosphere, and detailed dynamics during collision with the Earth, 
with concomitant assessment of the local and global consequences of thc collision. 
4. Assessmcnt of the required effect on the astral assailant, whether it be 
deflection or fragmentation. 
5. Considcration of the needed nuclear devices, delivery means, and optimal 
regime of action. 
6. Assessment of consequences of collision with fragmcnts of an object that had 
been fractured by a nuclear explosive 
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7. Consideration of ecological consequences for the Eartll and space environmern 
of nuclear explosions ill space 
The most important question from a technical viewpoint is to ascertain ifil is 
fcas ible to signifi<':aJltly alter the trajectory of an ECi\ or comet by detonating a nuclear 
explosive near the swface. Equally :l~ important is the ability to calculatc the effects of 
such a weapon on the extraterrestrial body. Many characteristics of nuclear explosions 
an: pn:dictable and well defincd. For example, detonation of a lOO-kt device knovm as 
"Sedan" product:s a crater 370 m in diameter and 100 m in depth. Significant differences 
may result by varying the nuclear explosion yield, distance to the target objcct, the objcct 
dimensions, material composition ofthc object, and the design of the nuclear device. 
Depending upon the intcrplay of these variables, thc rt:sultant explosion can result in 
fragmentation, crushing, or deviation of the target object from its initial trajcctory. rRef. 
9] 
rable 3 pn:sents the yield vs. mass for nuclear explosive devict:s. This shows that 
the yield from current nuclear technology, that which can be launched v.ith existing 
rocket tcchnology, is capable of deflecting small objects. The nuclear dt:vice can be 
scaled upwards, pt:rhaps an order of magnitude or more, whlle preserving special 
characteristics. In this casc, modification would not requirt: further testing. LRef. 9] Of 
partiwlar importance to thc deflcet ion of an asteroid arc the specific physical 
characteristi<.:s of the hody. These include shape, matcrial composition, and physical 
stability oftbe object. Maximum effectivencss for deflcction may require several nuclear 
devices detonated in a cardiEll)" determined sequence, or one device of special 
configuration. In addition, ~"pecial measures can be taken to minimize the radiation 
contamination of the asteroid fragmcnts, particularly important if it is dctermined that the 




3 to 4 ton 
20 to 25 ton 
Table 3. Yield vs. Mass for Nuclear Devices [Ref. 9] 
Finally, an area of study which needs additional study is that of the explosion of 
nuclear devices in space. Major differences include absence of atmosphere, 
commensurability of the object's dimensions v"ith linear scales of the phenomenon, 
complexity of object shape, relatively weak gravity, and exotic material composition. 
[Ref. 91 
B. DEFLECTION CONSIDERATIONS 
There are two main areas of interest in the mitigation of a Near-Earth Object 
(NEO): I) causing the t:tfeatening object to break up, and 2) altering the trajectory of 
the object. There are severnl issues surrounding these areas which concern the scientific 
community ""th regard to deflecting or fragmenting a NEO sufficiently to avert collision 
'.vith Earth. First, is thcrc a limitation to the size of asteroid that can be deflected, givcn 
today's technology. Secondly, given the option, what is the most effective way to deflect 
thcse astral assailants to ensure, v.,th a reasonable degree of ccrtainty, that they will miss 
the Earth. 
1. Size Limitations 
Simonenko et a1. [Ref. 9] has estimated the maximum dimensions of an object 
that can be influenced by a nuclear explosion as foUows. Assume a nuclear explosion 
occurs on the surface of an asteroid having mass rna and radius R". Assumc the mass m 
of the material ejected by the explosion is small compared with the mass of the object. 
The mass of material ejected from the body has a distribution of velocities, but to 
simplify the estimation, it is assumed that all the cjected material bas the same velocity, 
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the average of all the actual velocities, ~ ... This varies depending upon the explosive 
yield and material properties ofthe object. 
Assuming m«ma, conservation of momentum shows 
(3) 
where ~'" is the velocity of the ejected material an infinity and D. v 0 is the velocity increase 
of the objcct as a result of the explosion. In similar fashion, conservation of energy 
shows 
(4) 
where G is the universal gravitational constant Combining Eqns. (3) and (4) gives 
V., =~_ ll_~~ma . 
\ ~.R. 
(5) 
Examination ofEqn. (5) shows that if an astero id is of sufficient mass, and given 
(he above limitations on ejected material velocity, ejected material will simply fall back 
to the asteroid or remain in orbit around it, resulting in the object resuming its original 
velocity. To approximate the maximum radius and mass that could he deOected, Eqn. (5) 
solves for Rocrit with ~"' = O. At this radius, all attempts to deflect the object are 
impossible by this method of explosion. The critical radius is defined as 
where p~ is the average density of the object and 
rna =~Ti:R~Pa. 





Knowles and Brode have published data showing that a conservative estimate of the 
ejection velocity, using currently availahle technology, is approximately 100 m/s. Using 
and averagc density of5 g cm-) for the assailant object, an average ejection velocity of 
100 m s·! for current technology, the critical mass and radius for the object arc 
approximately 5 x 1018 kg and 60 km, respectively. Asteroids with masses or radii 
greater than these values cannot be deflected with cUITCnt technology, regardless ofthe 
warning timc involved. [Ref. 9] 
2. Directional Consideration.~ 
The orbit perturbation requirements to deflect ohjects from collision with the 
Earth arc an important consideration when planning a deflection mission. Two scenarios 
are considered: (1) A short time-scale dcflection where equations of motion are 
lincarized, and (2) A long time-scale deflection, using orbital equations of motion. These 
two scenarios are developed fully below, thc rcsults of which will be used to generatc the 
change in velocity requirements for a hypothetical asteroid. 
3. Short Time-Scale Deflection 
The short time-scale deflection scenario is easily developed using 
rectilinear equations of motion. This is valid if thc time scale involved is short compared 
to the orbital period, P. To prevent a collision, a change in velocity must be imparted 
orthogonal to the flight path of the object. The displacement, 8, that must be achieved by 
a change in velocity, t.v, is 
8=t.v·t. (9) 
Assmning the object were on a path such as to intersect the center of mass 
of the Earth, the object must be deflected a minimum of one Earth radius. This providcs 
no margin of safety, however, and therefore, taking the minimum acceptable distance to 
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be two Earth radi i, the minimum change in velocity required to deflect a potential threat 
is given by 
..... v"" 21\;. "" l47.6ms-' . 
! /,days 
(10) 
h. Long Time-Scale Deflection 
For a deflection to be accomplished over a longer period oftimt:, the 
equations of motion cannot be simplified to the rectilinear case and tht: two-body orbital 
mechanics equations of motion apply. There are three directions with respect to the flight 
path which will cause an orbiting body to deviate from the original orbit: (1) orthogonal 
to the flight path, along the line parallel to the angular momentum vector, (2) orthogonal 
to the flight path, in the plane oflhe orbit, and (3) along the t1ight path, in the orbit plane. 
A two body circular orbit is assumed to simplify the problem . 
Given a longer response time, the best deflection direction may not be 
orthogonal to the flight path directiun, as in the short time-scale deflection. Each option 
is assessed below to determine the optimal deflection direction. 
(1) Out of plane, orthogonal to flight path. A change in velocity 
made orthogonal to the orbit plane, as sho\.\TI in Figure 10, 




Figure JO. Deflection Out ofPiane, Orthogonal to Flight Path. 
where t' is the orbital speed of the object and i is the required inclination change. The 
maxirnmn displacements occur rrJ2 and 37t12 around the orbi!. The orbital period remains 
unchanged. Using a small angle approximation gives 
(12) 
where is is the amount the body's orbit will be deflccted rr.i2 past the point of the 
dEflection, and r is the radius of the object's orbit arOlllld the Sun. Finally, substituting in 
for L1C orbital velocity in terms of orbital period, P, gives 
found using 
6 
Av:=2n -. p 
Conversely, the maximum distance the orbit may be changed is 
(13) 
(14) 




For a circular orhit at I AU, the minimum change in velocity required to achieve the 
required deflection is approximately 2.54 mls and should be imparted 90° prior to the 
expected impact point in the asteroid's orbit. 
(2) In plane, orthogonal to flight path. The change in vdocity 
(15) 
required 10 deflect an object using a deflection in the asteroid's orhital plane, Olthogonai 
to tht: flight path is found in a manner similar to (I), above. As before, the orbital period 
remains the same. The asteroid is displaced along it's track with the maximwn 
displacement occurring 7t/2 and 3n/2 around the orbit, as shov,'ll in Figure 11. Iht: 
ma'Ximwn det1ection 
Figure 11. Deflection In Plane, Orthogonal to Flight Path. 





The required change in velocity for this case is approximately 0.635 m 5.1, 
(3) In plane, along flight path. A deflection along the flight path, 
shown in 
Figure 12. Deflection Along Flight Path. 
will result in a net increase or decrease in the orbital speed. If there is a net increase in 
speed, the point at which the deflection occurred will be the perihelion of a Dew orbit 
Conversely, if there is a net decrease in speed, the deflection point will be the aphelion of 
a new orbit. Irrespective of deflection direction, the period of the deflected object's orbit 
will change. This change in period serves as the mechanism by which, over time, an 
object can be influenced so as to miss a collision with the Earth. The amount the asteroid 
is displaced during each orbit is directly proportional to the change in period of effected 
by the deflection. This is given by 
8ptr-'~i' == vb.t. (18) 
The approximate displacement for a deflection along the flight path can be derived from 
the equations for the specific mechanical energy of a body. 
E=~-~=~ 
2 r 20 ' 
(19) 
the orbital period of a body, 
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ami the circular velocity for an orbil. 
Taking the derivative ofEqn (19) and substituting 1'2 for).1ia gives 
", On 
-=z;-' 





Substituting (22) and (23) into (\8) gives the maximum deflection per orbit, in terms of 
the original orbital period of the asteroid and the change in velocity imparted to the 
object, as 
(24) 




where II is the number of orbits prior to impact. If n =- I, the change in velocity is 
approximately 0.135 m S·l. This is better than either case (1) or (2). If the impact can be 
predicted as much as a decade ill advance, the change in velocity required to deflect the 
asteroid is reduced to 1.35 em s'] _ This is an order of magnitude less than case (2) and 




TV. DEVELOPMENT OF HYPOTHEllCAL ORBITS 
A. JNTRODlJCTlO!'l 
In order [0 accurately test the sensitivity oflhe change in velocity requirements 
presented in section HI, accurate orbital parameters for hypothetical asteroid objects were 
first developed, This section first describes the coordinate systems used and the 
characteristics ofcircuiar, elliptical, parabolic, and hyperbolic. orhits. Next, this section 
describes the process by which the Earth '.'1 position in heliocentric coordinates, at any 
given time, are u~ed to generate the heliocentric coordinates of an intersecting asteroid 
o rbit. The size, shape, and inclination of the asteroid orbit are variables defined by the 
user with the only limitation being that the two orbits intersect. 1I.1A. TLAB scripts which 
generate these procedures are contained in the Appendix. Orbits can be generated for 
circular, elliptical, parabolic, or hyperholic trajectorics 
Development of hypothetical orhits followed a rigorous routine allowing for 
repeatability of the work done while minimizing the workload for completing mUltiple 
simulations. The methodology and theory used in thc development of the MATLt\B 
scripts arc discussed below 
B. COORDINATE SYSTEMS 
The first requirement for describing an orbit is to define a suitable reference 
frame. In Illany eases this means finding an appropriate inertial coordinate ~)'stem. For 
orhits around the Sun ~"Uch as planets, asteroids, and comets, the heliocentric-ediptic 
coordinate system is often used. Satellites in orbit around the Earth use the g(..'Occlluic-
equatorial system. [Ref. lOJ Another convenient coordinate frame used for describing the 
orbit of a body is the perifocal coordinate system. Each rectangular coordinate frame is 
defined by specifying the origin, the fundamental plane (i.e. the X-Y plane), and the 
direction of each axis. In developing the hypothetical orbits used for the simulations, the 
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heliocentric-ecliptic and perifocal coordinate systems were used extensively These are 
described in detail below. 
L Heliocentric Ecliptic Coordinate System 
The heliocentric-ecliptic coordinate system, as the name implies, has iL<; origin at 
the center of the Sun. The letters XYZ describe the threc principle axes as shown in 
Figurc 13. The fundamental plane, the X-Y plane, coincides with the ecliptic, which is 
th, 
1C7'~ ~.~~, .' ~:-'~=. . '. "" .;::,= ,,:~;;,",!..,
~,,::,.:.,,~. ,$_ . ....... MOO'''''' __ .) 
Figure 13. The Heliocentric-Ecliptic Coordinatc System. From Ref. 10. 
plane defined by the Earth's orhit around the SWl. The line of intersection of the Earth's 
equatorial plane and the ecliptic plane (XY) where the Sun crosses the equator from south 
to north in its apparent annual motion along the ecliptic is known as the vernal equinox. 
When the vector from the Earth to the SWl (X-axis) points towards what is now 
approximately the constellation of Pisces, it coincides with the vernal equinox, also 
knO\\'Il as the first day of spring. The Y axis is 90° from the Z axis in the direction ofthe 
Earth's rotation around the Sun. The Z axis completes the right-handed coordinate 
system. [Ref. 10] 
2. Perifocal Coordinate System 
The perifocal coordinate system, sho\\'Il in, Figure 14, is one of the most useful 
coordinate systems for descrihing the motion of a body. The letters PQW are used to 
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describe the three principle axes. The fundamental plane, the PQ plane, is in the plane of 
the budy's orbit and the origin is at the focus of the primary body, in our case the Sun. 
The P axis is in the dirlXtion of pcrihdion while the Q axis is 90° from the P axis in the 
direction of rotmion. The W axis completes the right-handed coordinate system. 
Figure 14. Perifocal Coordinate System. 
C. CLASSICAL ORBITAL ELEMENTS 
Five classical orbital ekmcnts, also knuv.n as Kcplcrian dements, aTC sufficient to 
describe the size, shape, and orientation of an orbit. A sixth clement is required to locate 
a body in that orbit. 
There are mallY ways ofiucating the position ofa body in the orbit plane which 
may be substituted fur time of pcrihdion passage 
1. Tme anomaly at epoch, Yo, is the angle in the plane ufthe boo)"s motion 
measured from perihelion to the position to the body at a given time (epoch). 
2. Argument of latitude at epoch, 1"" is the angle in the plane of the orbit between 
the longitude of the ascending node and the radius vector to the body at a given time. If(j) 
and Vo are both defined then 
(26) 
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Jfthere is no ascending node, as in an equatorial orbit, then both m and Un are 
undefined 
3. True longitude at epoch, 10 , is the angle measured between X and r, the radius 
vector to the body, measured castward to the ascending node, if it exists, and then in the 
orbital plane to r. IH2, OJ, and Vo are all defined, then 
(27) 
Two other tenns used in the descriptions of orbits are direct, or prograde, and 
retrograde. Direct means easterly, in accordance with the right-hand rule, and is the same 
direction in which the Sun, Earth, and most of the planets and their moons rotate on their 
axcs and the direction in which all planets rotate around the Sun. A retrograde orbit, as 
the tenn implies, is the opposite of direct. Table 4 provides a summary of the various 
types of orbits and the orbital parameters that result. 
Parameter Circle Ellipse Parabola Hyperbola 
Eccentricity 
"'" 
O<e<1 ~! e>! 
Energy ,<0 2a<O E 0 mul2a>O 
Period P-27t1n P=27t1n 
Eccentric: Parabolic, D Hyperbolic, F 
Anomaly Undefined or 
,·l-[!';H v D ",H",J ~'i I arbitrary tan," F. 
Table 4. Keplerian Orbits 
D. DERIV A TlON OF FORMULAE 
1. Procedure 
a. Orbital Elements From r and v 
Conversion from position and velocity vectors to orbital elements is done 
using standard procedures. For the purposes of this example, the Earth's orbital 
parameters are being detennined from position and velocity vectors. 
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First the angular momentmn is determined. From the relative fonn of the 
basic t\vo-body equation 
Cross multiplying both sides by the position vector, r, gives 
Expanding this equation, one then finds the angular momentum 
I~ = rxv == constant 






where K is the lmit vector in the Z direction. Ifthe magnitude of the node vector is zero, 
thc orbit is in the fundamental plane. The ~1ATLAB script used to calculate this vector 
has a fi lter to set the vector equal to zero jfthe magnitude is less than IxIO·1 
Next the eccentricity vector is calculated with 
e =![l( v J -~I r -(r .v)Vl 
J.l r, .J 
(32) 
The magnitude of this vector provides the eccentricity It is important to realize that this 
vector is zero for circular orbits 
The semi-latus rcctum,p, is calculated 
h' 
P "' ~ 
" 
as arc the scmi-major axis 





Once the size and shape parameters have been determined, al l that remains 
is to find the orientation of the Earth's orbital plane and the position of the Earth in that 
orbit. Pirst, the inclination is found with 
(36) 
:bere is no need to check for angle ambiguities as the inverse cosine always returns an 
angle between 0° and 1800 • 
Next, the longitude of the ascending node, which varies from 0° to 360 0 
must be determined. By definition, the Earth is in the mean ecliptic and the inclination is 
zero deg. By convention, the longitude of ascending node is defined to be zero deg; there 
is no real "ascending node". However, due to small perturbations in the Eanh's orbit 
around the Sun, the center of mass of the Earth deviates out of the mean ecliptic to what 
is known as the true ecliptic. As a result , when there are instantaneous components of the 
position and velocity vector nonnal to the mean ecliptic, very small, but calculable values 
for inclination can be fOWld. Also, a value for the longitude of ascending node can be 
found. Tfthe instantaneous position and velocity vectors lie in the plane of the ecliptic, 
the longitude of ascending node and inclination are Lero deg. and the only rotation is that 
of the argument of perihelion. As mentioned previously, orbits aligned with the 
fundamental plane, in our case the ecliptic, have no node vector and the longitude of the 
ascending node is Wldefined. However, a value for the majority of orbits is obtained from 
(37) 
In this case a quadrant check must be conducted and if the dot product of J and 0 is less 
than zero, then n must lie benveen 1800 and 360°. 
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The argllllent of perihelion, which also varies from on to 360' is 
calculated. Again, this value is undl:.fined for circular orbits and orbits in the ecliptic 
because perihelion does not exist for the former and there is no nodc vector in the later 
(38) 
Angle ambiguities are resolved by eomputing the dot product ofK and c. ]fthis value is 
kss than Zl:ro, then perihelion is below the ecliptic and the argument ofptrihclion is 
between 180 0 and 360". 
Thc final classical orbital element is the true anomaly at epoch, which can 
vary from 00 to 360°. As mentioned previously, the true anomaly is thl: angle in the orbit 
plane measured from perihelion to the Earth's current position. The true anomaly is then 
(39) 
The correct quadrant for the true anomaly is found from the dot products of r and \ '. If 
the dot product is less than zero, then the tme anomaly is between 1800 and 3600. 
h. Singularity SoiuJions 
Several special cases must be considered, especially when calculating 
values for the orbital clements using a computer routine. "lbe first occurs ·when the 
orbital plane is the same as the fundamental plane. This is especially rclevant to the orbit 
of the Earth around the Sun. By definition, the Earth is in the ecliptic, the inclination and 
longitude of ascending node are zero and the normal equation to calculate the argument 
of perihelion cannot be used. However, the instantaneous position and velocity vectors 
may contain small components out of the plane of the mean ecliptic. There are small 
values for inclination and longitude of the ascending node. To obtain the required 
accuracy, these angles are included when calculating the asteroid's orbit. Appropriate 
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filters handle the case when the Earth's position lies exactly in the mean ecliptic, and the 
inclination and longitude of ascending node are zero. 
These singularities arc removed by using the true longitude of perihelion. 
'tiJtruo, which combines n and 00. It is found through 
(40) 
!',:.Lt. is valiJ ~u ~11.;pticai (,rbits whilh lie in the ecliptic. Again, a quadrant check is 
-"( ,.~s<,.ry and is bund using the dot product of J and e. If this value is less than zero, 
C"l.;.(n le longin.ue- (.f perihclion is between 1800 and 360 0 
c. Orbital Anomaly Determination 
There are several other useful formulas that must be derived prior to 
wating script files for the plotting of orbits and caleulation of orbital parameters. First, 
elliptical orbits, such as those of the Earth. ECAs, and short-period comets, formulas 
I0r determining the eccentric anomaly and the true anomaly prove quite usefuL Figure 15 
shows an x,y Cartesian coordinate system centered at C. F is the focus of an ellipse, in 
this case the Sun. An auxiliary circle of radius a with center C is constructed. P is the 
io.::ation of the Earth in its orbit about the SWl and Q is the point where the perpendicular 
to the semi-major axis intersects the auxiliary circle. The angle E is the eccentric 
anomaly and v is the true anomaly of the point P. 
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Figure 15. Orbital Anomalies for Elliptic Motion 
The x and y coordinates of the ellipse can be expressed in parametric fonn as 
x=acosE y =bsinE (41) 
for the coordinate system centered at C, shown above. If the focus is selected as the 
center of the coordinate system, the radial position of the point P can be expressed in 
terms of E using the general form offor the radial position of an ellipse with the origin al 
the center 
so that 
r=a(l - ecosE). 
Comparing this to the polar ..-:quation of the ellipse 
r=~~ 
1 + ecosv 
the identities for tme anomaly and ea;entric anomaly are obtained as 
cos£ - e 
cosv= ---l -ecosE 
e+cosv 
eosE= - -. 
I + ecusv 
The true anomaly for the body is obtained by solving Eqn. (44). 








Because 112 v and l/2 E are always in the same quadrant, there is no angle ambiguity to 
resolve when solving this form of the equation. 
2. Determination of rand \' From Intersecting Orbit Parameters 
From a given orbit and the position ofa body within that orbit, a second orbit can 
be constructed which intersects the first orbit. The location ofa body within the second 
orbit which intersccts the body in thc first orbit is specified by the formulation ofthe 
solution. Values for semi-major axis, eccentricity, and inclination are variables and can 
be any value with the only limitation that the two orbits must have at least one point of 
intersection. Finally, the position and velocity vectors in the new orbit at the point of 
intersection are calculated. These position and velocity vectors are in perifocal 
coordinates. The detailed procedure for calculating these vectors is presented below 
a. CircuLar, EllipticaL, and Hyperholic Orhits. 
The polar equation for an ellipse 
r= a(l_e l ) 
l+ecosv 
(48) 
can be used to solve for the truc anomaly at epoch. The magnitude of r in this equation is 
the magnitude of the Earth's position vector at epoch. Once the true anomaly at epoch is 
known, the position vector in the perifocal coordinate system can be determined using 
r=rcosvP+rsinvQ (49) 
where the magnitude of r is once again the magnitude of the Earth's position vector and 
epoch. 
Differentiating Eqn. (49) in this "inertial" perifocal frame gives 




r=~esinv rv '" ~(1 + ecasv ) 
"'" ~[- SinvP + (c+casv)Q] \p 
h. Parabolic Trajectories. 
(51) 
(52) 
The semi-major axis of a parabolic orbit is undefined. If the desired orbit 
is parabolic in shape, the parameter,p, is substituted for the semi-major axis. The polar 
equation of the parabola is then 
,~ -p-. 
1 + eosv 
(53) 
This equation is solved for v, as discussed previously. The fonnulas [or 
calculating the position and velocity vectors in perifocal coordinates are then identical to 
the elliptical case discussed previously. 
3, Orbit Rotations 
Rotations between coordinate frames are accomplished using Direction Cosine 
Matrices (DCMs). Coordinate rotations may be accomplished by any number of 
methods. One common method of conducting coordinate rotations is through a 3-1-3 
rotation: A rotation about the J-a'ds, followed by a rotation about the new I -axis, and 
finally a 3-rotation about the new J-axis. And example, shown in Figure 16, converts 
from perifocal coordinates to Heliocentric-ecliptic coordinates. The rotation matrices as a 
function of angle o[ rotation, a, arc prescnted below. Thc subscript associated with each 








Transfonning an orbit expressed in perifocal coordinates to heliocentric 
coordinates is conducted through the follov.ing formulations: 






v. CASE Sl1JDlES. 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Two tests were conducted 10 analyze the dfccts of orbital perturbations on an 
assailant astcroid_ The magnitude of the velocity applied, is the chang!;.': required along the 
fl ight path, to change tht: orbital period ofa circular orbit such that the change in position 
after one orbit is equal to l\vo Earth radii. This magnitude is approximately 13.5 
em/sec/orbit. The first used a solar system simulation modeling program called Dance of 
(he Planets. [Ref. 4] This program, described in further detai l below, allows the user to 
input hypothetical objects into a relatively high fidelity simulation of the solar system. Tt 
includes gravitational models for the Sllll and all oflhe planets. Objects can he imported 
into the program using their orbital elements or their position and velocity vet:tors at a 
givl:n time. The model then calculates new orbital positions and velocities for each body 
included in thc model using a full gravitational model. The simulation accurately 
computes both fomard and backward in time. Although the program provide~ a 
reasonable model visualization, an inaccuracy was discovered during testing which 
prevented importing of position and velocity vectors of sufficient accuracy for valid tests 
to he conducted. This inaccuracy is demonstrated and explained in section 7 of this 
chapter. The discussion focllses on the procedure used to generate the desired asteroid 
vectors. This would prove useful for follow-on research should the program be modified 
to providl: the required accuracy. 
The second method used to evaluate sensitivity of deflection distance and 
direction to variatiuns in orbit eccentricity and size (semi-major axis) consiS[l:d of a 
relatively simple model to determine miss dist.a:ncc based on the asteroid's mean anomaly. 
M, and mean motion, n. The position and velocity vectors at some time prior to collision 
were calculated, new orbital elements determined, and the new position <it the uriginal 
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time fmUld . The distance between the ccnter of the Earth's orbit and the asteroid's orbit 
was then calculated . The effect of varying specific orbital parameters while keeping the 
magnitudc ofthc changc in velocity constant were analyzcd. Parameters varied were 
orbital eccentricity, semi-major axis, and deflection direction. 
B. DANCE OF THE PLANETS 
1. Hypothetical Orbit Determination 
The purpose of this section is to present the process used to calculate asteroid 
object orbital elements and heliocentric coordinates from the Earth's helioccntric 
coordinates. The position and velocity vectors obtained arc the position of the asteroid in 
its new orbit around the sun in heliocentric coordinates. This is exactly the same position 
as that of thc Earth, hence collision. The asteroids velocity vcctor is that vcctor wruch 
meets the size and shape requirements dictated earlier in the orbit development process 
and is the asteroid's instantaneous velocity vector at collision. Thesc vectors are then 
imported into Dance of the Planets at the epoch for which the Earth's original r and v 
were obtained. The orbit was then propagated backwards in time. New velocity vectors 
with a delta-v applied were calculated and imported into thc program. These new vectors 
were propagated forward to detennine if collision had been averted. The procedure, 
summarized here, is described in detail in the sections which follow. 
a. First, the Earth's orbital elements are calculated from r and v. 
Specifically, true anomaly, v, is required so that the position in the 
orbit is known. 
b. Thc asteroid's orbit size, shape, and inclination (a, e, and i) are 
.~elected . 
Ihe asteroid's orbital elements are calculated in perifocal coordinates. 
a TIle asteroid's orbit in perifocal coordinates is rotated, using a 3-1-3 
rotation, to make it coplanar with the Earth's orbit. The eccentricity 
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vectors are aligned. Tltis makes the Sun and the two orbit's 
perihelions collinear. 
e A second 3-1 -3 rotation is perfonned to obtain the desirt:d inclination 
and align the t\",o r vectors. The first 3-rotation is through an angle 
V ... th and aligns the asteroid's perihelion with the position oflhe Earth 
in its orbit. The I-rotation inclines the orbit to the desired value. The 
final 3-rotation, through an angle -V~"<ro,d, aligns the asteroid \\ilh the 
Earth's current position. 
2. Initialization. 
The first step in the development of hypothetic a] orbits and completing the 
simulation of Near Earth Objects (NEOs) was to select a desired date and time for the 
impact. For the purposes oftlus research, the date chosen was January 01,2007 at 00:00 
11T. This dale was selectcd as il gave a real world flavor to the problem, approximately 
one decade would elapse from the time of discover)' to the time ofimpacl. Universal 
Time (UT) is the standard timc in the time zone ccntered on zero degrces longitude in 
Greenwich, England. UT is used for calculating where an object is in the sky relative to 
the horizon at a particular location 
Next the position and velocity vectors for Earth at the desired impact datc were 
obtained from Dance o/the Planets. The operator's manual contains an cxcellent tutorial 
and provides the infonnation required to operate the program. Several preliminary steps 
must be complcK-d prior to date initialization. The simulation is initialized from Space 
View. Second, from the main access screen, any planets that are to be excluded from the 
gravitational model are deselccted. This is indicated by a zero in the on column next to 
the planet name. Returning to the simulation Space Vicw, confinn the simulation pace is 
set to true time. TIlis minimizes the elapsed time upon returning to the simulation after 
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iniiiaJizing the date. In addition, this also minimizes the change in planetary position and 
veloci ty vectors during the time from initialization to rcsclecting the main access facilities 
display where the Eanh ' s vectors are obtained, Finally, enter the desired date. Digital 
hours and minutes appear at low simulation paces. lAIcal time, determined by site 
longitude, is shown unless time is offset. 
Immediately after entering the desired date, reenter the main access screen. For 
each planet selected, Dance of the Planets calculates the period, the distance to the Earth 
and Sun in astronomical units (AU), heliocentric longitude (calculated and simulated), 
right ascension of the ascending node, declination, and apparent magnitude. The 
difterenee between calculated and simulated heliocentric longitude is that the calculated 
value is the position as determined from ephemeris equations while the simulated value 
gives the position in "simulator space." Comparison oflhe two values provides an 
accuracy check for the user between the ephemeris equations and the Dance of the 
Planets model. 
The instantaneous position and velocity vectors of the planets provide the 
esscntial information to describe dynamic state. With these datum the six orbital 
parameters of eccentricity, semi-major axis, right-ascension of Ine ascending node, 
inclination, argument of perihelion, and true anomaly, can be calculated. 
3. Constants 
The program provides the user with the option of obtaining the position and 
velocity vectors or the orbital elements at a given epoch. The display shows the 
calculated vectors for the planets in heliocentric coordinates, XYZ, as well as the epoch 
Julian date. Unit..~ for the position and velocity vectors arc £6 km and kmfsec, 
respectively. The epoch date is presented in the form 24ddddd.ffffand is reference to the 
epoch (equinox) of the year 2000 (J2000), as arc contemporary star charts. Only Julian 
dates beginning with 24ddddd can be used, giving a 14,680 year window for simulations. 
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[Ref. 41 Mean planctary constants for epoch 12000 of the Earth are given in Table 5. 
Solar constants are shov.n in Table 6. 
Paramcter Value 
Semi-major axis 
AU 1.000001 0178 
Ian 149,598,023 
Eeccntricity 0.016708617 
Inclination deO". 0.000000000 
Lon . of ascendina node n - deg 0.000000 00 
Lon. of perihelion (w)- deg I 102.93734808 
True Ion itude L) - dcg 100.46644851 
Orbital period P - years 0.999978 62 
Orbital velocity (v) kmh 29.77859 
E uatorial radius (Re - Ian 6378.137 
Gravitational parameter (~) - knl" Is 3.986xlO 
Mass (Mc' ~ k" 5.9742x1O 
Rotation ~ days 0.99726969 
Inc. of e uator to celi tic de 23.45 
Density - grn/cm 5.515 
Tahle 5. Mean Earth Constanls for Epoch 12000 
Parameter 
Radius of the Sun 'Rs - km 
1.0AU-km 
1.0 AUITU.,un - kmlsolar s 








Table 6. Solar Constants 
4. Orbital Element Selection 
I 
The orbital elements selected for simulation, shov.n in Table 7, wcre selected 
from a list of all knov.-n ECA's given by Rabinowitz et. al. [Ref. 5] and [Ref. 7]. Thesc 
wcrc selected bl."Cause they each have a point of close approach distance .... ithin 20 lunar 
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radii over the course of the next ct::ntury, and because they art:: representative of each class 
of asteroid as well as a short-period comet. 
I No. ond N=, I H Approx. Depth q 
diamete (AU) (AU) (AU) (deg) 
,(]an) 
I 2340 Hathor 20.26 0.2 0.356 0.464 0.&44 0.450 5.85 
4660 Nereus 18.30 1 0.092 0.954 1.490 0.360 1.43 
4179 Toutatis \4.0 0.542 2.505 0.640 0.47 
Encke 9.' 0.331 2.283 0.855 11.9 
Note: ( I) Values u~~d in th", de~e1opmel\t ofth", hypothclical Qrbit 
Tabh:: 7. Selected Near- Earth Objects Used for Simulation Study. 
5. Asteroid Orbit Rotations 
Two series of3-1-3 rotations are used to achieve the desired orbit. The first series 
of rotations transforms the position and velocity vectors from perifocal coordinatt::s to the 
Earth's orbital plane. These angles were previously calculated and are the Q, i, ill rotation 
angles. Because the true ecliptic is used, the Earth's orbit with respect to the mean 
ecliptic is found using the three rotations calculated in Eqns. (37), (3R), and (39), 
inclination, longitude of ascending node, and argument of perihelion, respectively. 
Once the a<;sailant object's orbit is coplanar with that of Earth, and the eccentricity 
vectors are aligned, a second 3· 1·3 coordinate transformation is accomplished. This 
series of rotations serves two important pwposes: (1) they rotate the orbit to the desired 
inclination, and (2) they align the position vectors of the Earth and the asteroid. 
The first 3·rotation, through the angle Veonh, aligns the object's eccentricity vector, 
\\-"blch points toward~ perihelion, with the Earth's position vector. The I-rotation, about 
the eccentricity vector, effects the desired value of inclination. The final 3·rotation about 
the orbit normal, though an angle ·V..,tOToid, aligns the asteroid's position vector with the 
Earth's position vector. 
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6. Simulation 
Once the position and velocity vectors are calculated, they are inserted into Dance 
of the Planets as object vectors. The fictitious orbit, at epoch, is one having the same .' as 
Earth but with a velocity Yector a~ provid~ by MA TLAB to provide the desired orbit size 
and shape. 
The simulation is run backwards in time to an arbitrary time. This ",ill be the new 
start time of the simulation. At this point, the simulation is paused, and the new orbital 
clements artl calculated for the asteroids current orbital set. These are nOl the same as the 
original orbit's parameters due \0 the influence of third bodies on the asteroid's orbit 
during the simulation period_ Specifically, the influtlnce ofthe Earth on the asteroid's 
orbit during the first month of the reverse simulation has a significant impact on the orbital 
parameters. 
Next, another MATLAB script file uses the current orbital parameters to 
recalculate the velocity vector of the as~ailant body for a desired de1ta-V applied to the 
body at a givcn timc. Tbis procedure is described in detail below. 
Finally, the simulation was run forward in time to determine if Dance afthe 
Planets achieved the simulation accuracy required to show the deflection of the asteroid 
and determine if the calculated deflection is sufficient to avoid collision. The results are 
presented in the next section. 
All MA.. TLAB scripts, presented in the Appendix, were written in modular tashion. 
Running the script from the main program accesses additional script files as required 
Each file can also be fun frOIll the Command window by typing the function nallle with the 
appropriate arguments provided. Help files are provided for each function filc. The 
MATLAR scripts also plot the Earth and asteroid orbits. Aphelion, perjhelion, the 
position of each body in their orbits is indicated on the plots 
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7. Results and Discussion. 
Following the development of the MATLAB function files and orbital 
development routines, a problem was discovered with the accuracy of files imported to 
Dance of the Planets. Data files used to import elements into the simulation are space 
delimited and of the form : 
Name x Vx Vy Vz epoch 
The position coordinates were in units of E6 km and contained up to 5 decimal place 
precision. Velocity vector components were in km/sec and contained up to 6 decimal 
place precision. Epoch date was in Julian days and allowed inputs up to four decimal 
places. 
Importing a data file with this level of exactness would have been sufficient to 
accurately test the deflection hypothesis presented in section III. However, when data 
was imported, the values obtained were slightly different from the original file. · Table 8 
show tlle rcsult of importing the data file for asteroid 2340 Hathor. The file contained the 
consisted of the position and velocity vectors shown under Hathor, below, and was 
obtained by exporting actual position and vdocity data from Dance of the Planets. The 




13 .29207 13 .29217 
-75.41 408 -75.4 1404 
0.02352 0.02351 
44.735765 44.735756 
Vy 19.744673 19.744721 
y, 
-4.868622 -4.868622 1 
Table 8 Imported Asteroid's Altered Position and Velocity Vectors. 
The magnitude of the change between the desired values and the values as altered 
by Dance a/the Planets is shown in Table 9. If the values had been imported correctly 
the position and velocity vectors would be identical 
Table 9. Position and Velocity Change from Original Orbit. 
\Vhile these errors were relatively small, they were of sufficient magnitude to 
impart significant errors at the initiation of the simulation and prevented precise and 
accurate tcsting of the theories; the magnitude of the change in velocity to be imparted to 
the asteroid was of approximately the same magnitude a~ tbe error generated by the 
program. Additionally, these errors were not consistent in magnitude or direction from 
one test to the next. The errors could not be hiased ont by altering the date of epoch for 
the simulation 
Discussions with Terry Hannon of Applied Research & Consulting, Inc., one of 
the software developers for the program, lead to speculation that the problem may lie in 
the precision of thc epoch currency. "Ibe program presents accuracies to one ten-
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thousandth of a day, approximately eight seconds, while the accuracies required for the 
thesis testing was on the order of one second accuracy. In fact, although the epoch date is 
displayed out to four decimal place, the manufacturer believed the program accuracy to be 
somewhat less than this. 
The program is written in Pascal, and should the manufacturer make it avai lable, 
the code could perhaps be modified so as to make it acceptable to conduct simulations of 
this type. Several simulations were conducted which did not require the importation of 
data files. These nms were very accurate and results were repeatable during multiple 
simulations. Overall, the program provides very accurate orbital positional data for 
predicting and visualizing solar system evcnts. Without modification, howevcr, the 
program is not sufficiently precise to conduct deflection simulatiom with changes of 
velocity on the order of 0.1 mls. 
C. DEFLECTION R..4..TIO SENSITIVITY TO ORBITAL PARAMETERS 
1. Introduction 
Since the original simulation program discussed in section B, above, was not 
satisfactory to test the deflection hypothesis, a simulation program was v.Titten in 
MA TLAB which pennitte<.i the application of a given change in velocity to a variety of 
hypothetical a<;teroid orbits. The MA TLAB scripts used are contained in Appendix C. 
The change in velocity was applied in the plane of the asteroid's orbit. The direction of 
the change in velocity was applied in five equal increments from along the flight path 
direction to the anti-flight path direction. As the answers were symmetrically similar, the 
directional range was altered to five equaHy spaced input~ from along the flight path to 
orthogonal to the flight path. These are depicted in Figure 17 
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Figure 17. Deflection Directions With Respect to the Flight Palh Vector. 
2. Variation in Orbital Period for a Circular Orbit 
The first sequence of tests applied a 0.135 mls change in velocity to an asteroid 
with a circular orbit at I AU, inclined to the ecliptic. The Earth's orbit was modeled as a 
circular orbit in the ecliptic at 1 AU. The simulation calculated the orbital elements of 
the asteroid's orbits including the true anomaly. From those elements, the eccentric 
anomaly. mean anomaly, and mean motion were calculated. The orbital velocities at one, 
twO, three, four, five, and ten years prior to collision were calculated, the desired change 
in velocity applied, and new orbital clements calculated. The entire procedure was then 
reversed. Finally, the asteroid's position at the original time was dctennined, compared 
to the Earth's position, and divided by the Earth's radius to determine a miss ratio in 
Earth radii . As expected, the asteroid missed by two Earth radii for the flight-path and 
anti-flight path directions. Results show that the miss ratio decreased by the sine of the 
angle bet\.veen the flight path and deflection direction. At 45 deg., the miss ratio 
decreased to I A Earth radii, while at 90 deg., there was no deviation detected. The 
magnitude of the deflection distances were symmeUic about 90 deg. 
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3. Constant Radius of Perihelion 
To demonstrate the accuracy of the mathematical solution developed in Chapter 
IV, miss ratios were calculated for an asteroid orbit with an fixed radius of perihelion of I 
AU. Fixing perihelion distancc results in varying eccentricity and semi-maior axis 
lengths. Change in miss ratio \'{ith change in eccentricity and change in semi-major axis 
are shown in Figurc 18 and Figure 19, respectively. Increasing eccentricity dictates an 
increase in semi-major axis for a constant radius of perihelion. As such, the two figures 
look very much the same. As the eccentricity increased from a minimum value of 0.0 to 
approximately 0.2, the miss ratio increased from 2 Earth radii to approximately 4.2 Earth 
radii . Over this same variation, the semi-major axis increased from 1 AU to 
approximately 1.25 AU. As shov.'O in Eqn. (24), the deflection distance varies linearly 
v.ith the asteroids period. But, because the asteroids period varics with a3fl., there is a 
relatively large increase in miss ratio for increasing values of eccentricity. 
01·1.5 
. 0.5_1 
<;0 67 .54522.5 0 1I0.{U 
Defleclionan~ lc 
(d .... ) 
Figure 18. Miss Ratio in Earth Radii vs. Deflection Angle vs. Eccentricity. 
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Figure 19. Tvtiss Distance in Earth Radii 'is. Ddlcction Angle vs. Semi-Major Axis. 
4. Variation in Eccentricity 
The effect of varying the eccentricity of the orbit while maintaining a constant 
semi-major axis length, shov·m in Figure 20, provided several interesting results. As the 
eccentricity increases and a is held com;tant, the perihelion distance decreases. The line 
ofapsides must then rOlate, increasing the trul: anomaly, 10 keep the collision distance at 
J AU. The true anomaly increases approximately 5.7 deg. for each 0.1 increase in 
eccentricity. As the eccentricity increases, the miss distance decreases. The primary 
cause of this is the application of thl: change of velocity away from perihelion. The 
greatest deflections are achieved by applying the change in velocity at perihelion. The 
least efficient deflections are at aphelion. In this case, the change in velocity is applied 
approximately 91 deg. past perihelion for eccentricity of 0.0 1. lbis increases to 
approximately 102 deg. past perihelion at e = 0.2. ·nIe gradient of miss ratio v.ith 
increase in eccentricity increa<;es significantly beyond e = 0.2. TIlis shows the importaIlce 
of applying a givcn change in velocity at perihelion. 
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Figure 20. :.vtiss ratio vs. Defkction Anglc: vs. Semi-Major Axes. 
5. Conclusions 
The results presented above are consistent with the mathematical conclusions 
presentcd in Chapter IV. One of the most important factors in maximizing the miss ratio 
is target ing the change in velocity to occur at perihelion. Tbis is especially important for 
high eccentricity orbit with a semi-major axis close to that of the Earth. Much larger 
changes in velocity are required in these scenarios the further from perihelion the change 
is to occur. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. SUMMARY 
The issues surrounding ECA mitigation necessitate a wide varidy of 
professionals, each with differing areas of expertise, fann a project team to formu late the 
most feasible solutioll_ This paper, for the Naval Postgraduate School and the Space 
Warfare Center, is the gcm::sis of another small portion of that project It':am. Although in 
its infancy, this program, because oflhe unique composition of its members, can 
contribute unique and meaningful contributions to that effort. 
This paper serves several important purposes. First, it summarizes a few of the 
importallt issues involved in planetary defense and serves as a primer to helps to gain an 
understanding afECAs. Secondly, it serves to develop and llilalyzc the sensitivity of 
deflection angle and various orbital parameters to miss ratio. Most importantly, it 
identifies areas for further research and the continuation of this important problem. 
Dance of the Planets is not sufficient to sl;.":rve as a model for the purpose of testing 
deflection hypotheses. The errors induced into orbital elements or vectors when 
importing data are of sufficient magnitude to prevent accurate analysis ofrcsults. Should 
the source code become available, increasing the precision used for calculations may 
solve this problem. This is not to say, however, that the program is without merit. Used 
as a visualization tool, it provides an extremely flexible and accurate model with which to 
observe intercept geometry. 
The variation of miss ratio with deflection angle, eccentricity, and semi-major axis 
changes was analyzed. Deflection along the night path achieve the greatest miss rdtios. 
Position in the orbit also play an important role in the magnitude ofthe miss ratio. For 
eccentric orbits, deflect ion at perihelion is important as miss ratio is fairly sensitive to 
true anomaly. A~ true anomaly at deflection increases, the mis~ ratio decreases. This a 
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direct result of the deflection being applied at further angular distanccs from perihelion 
resulting in less of a change in period for each asteroid orbit. 
B. FURTHER RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES 
There are three main areas in the asteroid mitigation problem which would benefit 
from additional research. First, a complete engineering and mathematical problem 
formulation should be accomplished. Expanding the scope of the current investigation to 
include a review of the state· of-the-art in change in velocity delivery options, intercept 
trajectory optimization, and weapons technology. 
Second, asteroid orbit determination accuracy versus the change in velocity 
required to mitigate a collision should be researched. The accuracy of ephemeris data is 
extremely important when calculating required changes in velocity and deflection angle. 
The relationship between the two should be determined to ensure that the proper 
mitigation steps are taken. 
Lastly, the formulation of the sensitivity model developed in this paper should be 
expanded to include gravitational perturbations and solve the problem using nwnerical 
integration techniques. A high fidelity model may provide additional insights into the 
sensitivity of miss ratio to deflection angle. 
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APPENDIX. MATLAR SCRIPT FILES 
This appendix contains the Mt-\ TLAB function files constructed during the 
research of the asteroid mitigation problem. Section I contains the scripts which calculate 
a hypothetical asteroid's position and velocity vectors based on the current position and 
velocity of the Earth_ Demo_m calculates all data by accessing individual script files . In 
Demo.m the user inputs the Earth' s position and velocity vectors, r1 and 'Ill, respcl--tively 
Position is in lE6 km and velocity is in ktn/sec_ For an cUiptical orbit, the user inputs into 
clip_ill the desired semimajor axis length, eccentricity, and inclination. For a parabolic 
orbit, the user inputs into parab_m the desired semi-latus rectum, and inclination. 
Hyperbolic orhit script files were not developed. When demO_ill is executed, available 
outputs include the asteroid's position ami velocity vectors in heliocentric ecliptic 
coordinates and the asteroid's orbital elements. Current position in the orbit is output as 
true anomaly 
Section 2 calculates the miss ratio, the ratio of the difference between the Earth's 
position and the asteroid ' s position one asteroid orbit following the imparted change in 
velocity to the radius ofthe Earth. The user inputs the Earth's position and velocity 
vectors, as discussed above, into Demo I_m. The user also inputs into demO_ill the 
magnitude of tbe change in velocity to be applied, normalized for one orbit, and the 
number of orbits prior to collision the change in vclocity is to be applied_ In elip 1.m the 
user inputs are the desired semi-major axis, eccentricity, inclination for asteroid at the time 
of Earth impact. The program then calculates the remaining orbital parameters for the 
asteroid's orbit. From these, the eccentric anomaly, mean anomaly, and mean motion are 
found and used to find the asteroid's position at some specified number of asteroid orbits 
prior to collision. The change in velocity is then applied in five 22.5 deg. increments from 
along the flight path to 90 deg. to the flight path. New values for mean motion, mean 
anomaly, and eccentric anomaly are fOWld and the new position obtained at the original 
time The miss ratio is tben calculated to determine how many Earth radii the new 
position differs from the old position_ Outputs include new velocity vc(.."\ors, orbital 
elements, true anomaly, and miss ratio for each of the five directions 
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Summary of function files 
trunanom True anomaly determination from r,v,e,n 
incl Inclination determination from h 
Ian Long. of Ascending Node determination from n. 








Rotation matrix: from from perifocal to HC!. Inputs are 
Omega,i,ornega 
Finds r,v,nu,dcm from Earth's rmag,dcm,nu 
Finds r,v,nu,dcm from Earth' s rmag,dcm,nu 
Calculates Earth's r vector in perifocal and HCI from a,ecc,dcm. 
Compute a single axis direction cosine matri'l 
Compute true longitude of perihelion from e 
Computes the new velocity vector components after the delta v is 
imparted to the asteroid 
Returns the matrix sets of: 
el-IJrev: orbital elements prior to deflection 
el_ next: orbital elements after deflection 
rv _next: position and velocity vectors at original impact 
elipl Computes the asteroid's orbit given the Earth's rmag,dcm,nu and 
user defined values for a,e,i 
elip2 Computes the asteroid's new r,v given the asteroid ' s position at 
deflection, r, the dcm from the orbital elements, the position in the 
old orbit, ecc a,a a 
runctionl/2: Solve Kepler~ eq~ation for E 







Angular momentum vector 
Omega Longitude of the ascending node 
Inclination 
omega: Argument of perihelion 
dcm Direction cosine matrix: from perifocal to heliocentric-ecliptic 




dcm2 Direction cosine matrix from perifocal to heliocentric-ecliptic 
coordinate system for asteroid's orbit 
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;. _ e Earth variable 
*_a Asteroid variable 
;. _old Asteroid variable at time of impact 
;. yrev Asteroid variable at some time prior to impact. 
;. _new Asteroid variable just after application of change in velocity 
* _next Asteroid variable in new orbit but at time of original impact 
Semi-latus rectum 
r y Perihelion distance. 
r a Aphelion distance 
E- Eccentric anomaly 




f. ORBIT DETERMINATION AND GRAPHING SCRIJ'TS 
A. CALCUL-\ TE AND PLOT ORBITS: FILE ENTITLED DEMO.M 
\- Give r. ' The Earth's position a nd ve l ocity vectors . 




Pl o t the Earth ' s orb i t wrt the mean ec l iptic. 





Circulilr Or ellipt i cal 
Parabo lic 
Hyperbol ic 
Choose the desired values for : 
Semi-major ax is or paramet er 
Eccentricity 
New inC lination wi th respect t o Earth's inclinatio:l . 
AU _ 1.1959965e8, 
'11.1 _ 5 . 02 2 6757e6, 
SU ~ 2': . 784852 , 
\- Ear th values : 
n ., [ - 26 141.8 - .00038 ] , 
vl _[ _29 . 8 -5 .376 - . 000043 J , 
r .. n'le6/AU: 
v _vl/SU, 
t a ngu lar momentum 
it eccent:cici t y vector 
e=cross (v , hi - r/ rmag , 
ecc=norm (e l; 
t Rad i ans to degrees 
\- Degrees to radians 
\- Uni t vectors 
\- sec 
t Positio:l 
\- V.,loc i ty 
i f eccde-IO, it Check if eccentric ity is zero 
e _ [0 0 0]; 
7 1 
t nDde vector 
n ~ cruss :K,h:; 
nmag=norm(n ) ; 
if nmag<l e -lO, % Check if ::'!'lclinatio:J is zero 
(000 ) ; 
nmag_O; 
% Find the true anomaly at ep8ch 
nu _ truanom(r,v,e,n ) ; 
it Compute thf' inclination 
inc K incllh: 
% Compute the longitude of ascending node 
Omega-Ian In ) 
t Comput e th~ argu:nent of perigee 
omeg('l • aop ln,e,r) 
t COlT.pute the rotation matrix 
dClT, ~ rot (Omega, inc,omega); 
'r Determine if USer wants another orbit calculated 
pIt - i nput I ' DO you want to calculate a r,e'" orbit? yin (yl:' , 's ' ); 
if p I t _~ 'y' , 
II: choose an a , e for orbit and solve for nU_ 2 fa:: the new orbit 
fprintf I '\nYou may now calc'-llate a new :ntercept orbit type . \n' ) : 
type ~ 
[e ] : ' 
Parabo l a, Or Hyperbo l a? e/p/h 
i t type _~ 'e', .. Eliptical/Circular Plot 
[r_ new, v _ new, nu_ new, dcm2] _elip (~-mag, dem, nul ; 
elseH type __ ' p', t ParaboliC Orbit Plot 
[r_ new, v _ new, nu_ new J - par('lbola (rmag,dcm, nul 
else:f type =_ 'h ' , t Hyperbolic Orb:t Plot 
[r_r.ew, v_new, nu _ new l =:"1yperb (rmag,dcm, nu l 
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~ end plotting of second orbit 
r_o l d ~ rl 
r_ne .... ~ r _ new ~ AU/ le 6 
v _old _ vI 
v n e "" -
del_ v _ 
%- Calculate the Earth'S orbit 
t Pl o t the Ear th ' s orbit Vlith respec t to the ecliptic 
h old on ; 
p l ot3 (xx ,yy,zz , 
xyz r _ r ; l" position 
plot3 (xyz=r ( l ) , xyz_ r ( 2) ,xyz_r(3 ), 'g+ ') ; 
if t ype .. .. 'e', % Eliptical/Circular Plot 
legend('b' , 'Asteroid' 's 
orbit' 'Perihelion' , '·r' , 'Aphelion' , '+g' , 'CUrI:ent POSi tion', 
'm ','Earth"s orb i t' ) 
e l sei f t ype _ _ 'p' 
legend( ' b ' , 
Pos i tion ', . 
xyzyer_dcm* [rp .. O .. O] ; 
plot) (xyzyer (1) ,xyzyer (2) 
.. Parabolic Orbi t Plot 
' s orbit',' o r ' , ' i'eI: ihe lion' , ' +g' , ' CuI: r ent 
xyz_ apo_dcm' ( - ra.;O ;OJ.. 1; ilphelion 
p l ot 3 (xyz_ apo (1 ) ,xyz_ apo ( 2) ,xyz_ "po (3) 'm* ' ) .. 
%- end plot t ing of- second o rbit 
t Axis p l otting statec:"lents. 
1_2 : 
dS - .2 : 
A- [ O 0 0;1 0 0] 
B_ [0 0 0 :0 1 0 ] 
C-(O 0 0 : 0 0 1] 
plot3IA,B,C, ' w' 
t ext (l+ds, 0,0,' ' , ' hor i zontala li gnment ' , • center' ) .. 
tex t (0, l ... ds, 0,' ',' hor izontala lignment' , 'Center' ) ; 
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end; 
'Ir View radio buttons 
txt_ vicw_uicon,:!"ol (gcf, . 
' Value', 1, .. 
'Cal13ack' , (. 
• title (. 'General View") 
'set {view_ gen,' ' Value ' 
• set (view_x,' 'Value' 
'sct(view....Y.· 'Value " 
'set (view_ z •• 'Value' • 
'set (v iew_n,' 'Value" 
'view (135 ,3 0) ']1; 
view_x~~~~~~~~~!~~~~: : . 
' String ','Dcwn x Axis', . 
'Units' , • nc:::.-malizeo.' •. 
'Pos i':ion' . 
'callBack' , 
. 75, . 20, .05),. 
• center'); 
'title( " View Looking Down +X axis") , ' 
• set (view_ gen,' 'Value' 
' set (view x.' 'Value " 
'set (view=y, " Value " 
' s et ~"iew_z, ' 'Value' , , 0) .• 
'set (view_n,"Value ', ai,' 
'view( (1,0, 01) ']); 
view""y_u icon::.rol (gc£, . 
'St yle ' ,'radio',. 
'S::ring' , 'Down I[ Axis', . 
'Units' , ' normalized' , . 
, Position ', ( . 05,.70, .20, .05 ] .. 
'CallBae"", ( . 
'title(' ' View Looking Down +'1 axis' ' ), ' 
: :~~ ~~i::=;~~·:~~~~~~e'. 
'set (vie",,_y , . 'Value' 
' s e t (vie""_2: . . 'Value' 
'set(view n,' ' Value' 
'view( (O, l .O ]) ' I) , 
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.05 ] , 
'CallBack',I . 
' set (vie'''_x,' 'Value " , 0),' 
'set (viewy, 'Va l ue' ',0), ' 
,I),' 
',0 ) 
.. Zoom Slider 
7.oom_uicont ro l (gef, 
'St ylc', 'slider ', 
. 'normal ized ' .. 
, Po sition' , [ . as , . l!i, . ~O, . 05] .. 
'Mi n', .5, 'Max ' . 5.5, 'Va l ue', 1 ,. 
'C;lllBack', [ . 
'set ( z oom_cur, ' 'String' , ,num2str (get (zoom, ' 'Val' . ) ) ) , • 
'set(gca,' 'X lim" . [ -
ge t (zoom , "Va l ue ' ' I 1], 
' Sty l e' • 
'Uni ts ', 'normali zed' • . 
"Valuc' ' ) J. ' 
')])' J ); 
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, L05, .115, . 04, . C3 ] , . 
'String' . 
'Style ' , 
' Units', ' normalized',. 
'Position' ,l . 21. . 04 .. C3 ] , . • _ 
'String ' , 'Out ' ) ; 





l'alculaticr. of t"e argume'lt of 
perigee, in c.egr .. es 
LCD:?/, "ade Kr.uc.son 
Na'Ja~ Postgrac.·clate School 
Crbit Visualization :?/.outines 
Inp'clts ; 
Output; 
Fil .. s called; tlop 
[omega] .. aop(:l,e,r) 
C. ARG UMENT OF PERillELION 
funct.ion [omega] - aop(n , ,,,r) 
\ Check to s .... if the orbit is circular (e~O) and in the e cliptic (n~O); 
~ if so, thcn omega is r.ot used; use truc longitude at epoch (Vallado p . 
133) 
if nmag =~ 0 & ecc __ 0, 
omega _ 0; 
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t Check to see if the orbit is ell i ptical ( e>O ) and in the ec l iptic (nkO) ; 
t if so, then omega i s not used; use true l ongitude of periilFs i s (Val l ado 
p. 136) 
elsei f nmay ~~ 0 5. ecc ~ -O, 
an el l ipt i cal orbit in the ecliptic .\n'J 
inclination is zero _ \n' ) 
a ngle between Ar ies and p e riapsis is called \n ' ) 
true longitude of pe:daps i s, and is %3.1£ 




- acos(dot(n,r)/(nma<J~rmagJ) · :::td ; 
omega r acos (dOt(n,r)!(nmag - rmagl ) -rtd; 
% All remaining cases 
else 
if dot (e ,K) < 0 , 
Q:tlega - 360 - aCQs(dotln,e)/(nmag * ecc) ) - rtd, 
el s e 
omega _ acos ldot(n,eJ/lnma.g 'ecc)) - rtd, 
D.CX 
function f=c x (img1eJ 
f _ [1 0 0, 0 cos (angle) s i n (angle) ; 0 - sin(anglc) cos (<Ing l e) 1; 
E.CY 
f'..lnct ion f~cy(ansle) 
f _[cos(ar:g l e ) G -sin(angle); 010; sin (angle ) 0 cos(angle ) 1 ; 
F. CZ 
funct i on f~c 7. (an91e) 
f _(cos(angle) sin(ang le) 0; -s in(angle) cos (angle) 0 ; 001); 
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G.EARTHORB 
LCI1R '/Jade Knudson 
Ni;lval PostGraduate School 
Orbit Visualizat~on Rou'::ines 
I;lPUtS: a,ecc,dcm 
Output, pe:::-ifocal coordinates 
=, yy, zz: heliocentric coo:::-oinates 
[x,y,z,xx,yy,zz] ~ earthorb(a,ecc , dcm) 
function [x,y,z,xx,yy,zz] _ earthorb(a,ecc , dc:n) 
m_ 400; 
E_l inspace(O,2*pi,m) ; 
x = - a*ecc+a* cos (E) ;y_a +sq:::-t (l-ecc~~) ' sin (E); tBattin p. 
z-zeros (1, m) ; 
for k u l:ffi 
; zz (k) _point (3) ; 
end; 
H. EUPTICAL ORBIT CALCULATIONS 
Ca l culation of the Eliptical/circular orbit 
LCDR Wade Knudson 
Naval Postgradua te School 
Orbit Visua lization Routines 
Inputs : :::-mag,dcm,nu 
User inputs: a , ecc, incl 
OUtput : and !'_u fo:::- the new o:::-biL 
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't a _ input: -=¥pe in the semi - majo" ax; s') 
== 0, then ' a ' m'lst equal rmag. 
0, then rp " a " r" . 
a-2 . 032; 
:lewinc=5.4.C; 
== 0, 1; I f circular then no 
a = rmag ; 
p - a; 
t rOlation to argument 
;, of pcriaps is (TIu _ ne",) 
t true anomaly 
% r otate th" ne ·~· orbit to : he l ine of node (-nu) , then to desi.red 
inc l ina~ion, 
% ar.d finally rotate ou_ 2 LO get epoch to r . 
AsterGid' s del:! matrix 
dcm2 ~ d::::m*cz ( - nu *dtr) *cx ( - ne",inc*dt::1 * cz (nu_n" ·~· ~ dtr) ; 
m_200; 
,,_ze::::o s(l,m ) ; 
for )o; =l, m 
\" Bat tin p. 1 0,8 
'" Plot the aste:,oid's r.e" orbit 
hold 0;); 
plot3 (xxx,}J'Y, zzz, 'b' : . 
'i" perihelion 
, 'bo') ; 
... aphelion 
'b*') , 
xyz_ "' _ (dcm2 *r' )' ... pos~tion 
., ::.'vector 
plot3 {xyz_r (1) ,xyz_r (2) ,xyz_r (3) , • g-+') , 
legend ( ' Astc::.'oid' 's o!.'bit ,'Perihelio;)', 'Aphelion' ) 
\' Calculate the ne'" r, v vectors 
r a xyz_r, 
(dcm2*v') , 
I. INCLINATION 
\ ------ - -- - ------- - -
, 
Calc:;lation Of the inclination in degrees 
LCDR Wade Knudson 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Orbit Visualization Routines 
Inputs: 
Output: 
F ~ les cal l ed: 
[inc ] _ inc (hi 
funct ion inc a inc (h) 
inc _ a<;.:os(dot(h,K)/hmag) *rtd; 
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J. LONGITUDE 01' ASCFNDJNG NODE 
LCD" Wade Knudso:J 
Naval postgracluate School 




::unctio:'l [erneg,, ] " Jar. In) 
rtd=180/pi; 
if n~:ag _ _ 0, 
Omega = 
'I: Provi<i .. s check for i:l011n3tioo 
% If ne i n01 inati on then no 8mega 
'< find Cmega 
i f dot In.JI .: 0, 
Omc,," _ 360 - acosldcLl n,Il/nl1agJ* :::cl ; 
Orc,ega ~ acos (dot (n, r: /nmag) ' rtd; 
K.PARAROLA 
) - D plot of L'lC pi'lrabo li c orhi t ·"hieh in~t>n.; .. pts 
the 8arth's position at "g~ven time 
LCDR \'Iade Knudson 
Nava : PosLqradua~e Sch= l 
arLit '1isualjzat ion Routines 
Output: 
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Files called, cX,CZ 
(::'-,v,nu_ new] _ parabola:rmag,derr"nu) 






nu_new-aeos I ~p/rmag - ,l) /eee) "rtd; 
rp _ pi ~ l+ece ) 
%' true anarr.aly 
% peri~elion 
OJ , 
l' rotate the new orbit to the line of node (-nu), 
inclinatio:l, 
tc d e sirQ:d 
%: and finally rotate nU_2 te o get epoeh to r. 
dem:' . dcm"cz ( - nu"dtr) *cx (-r.ewinc*dtr ) "cz (nu_new"dtr) ; 
m_200; 
x _ xl./x2;y _ yl./y2; % Battin p. 158 
z ~ zeros(l,m) ; 
%' Plot ~h'" i'lstQ:roid's :lew orbit 
hold on; 
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plot3 (xxx,yyy , ZZZ, 'b'), 
xyzyer_ctcm2 * (rp; 0 , 0] ; t perihelion 
plotJ (xyzyer( l) ,xyzyer(2 ) , xyzyer(3), bo'); 
xyz_r _ ldcm2 * r') ' t position 
t r vector 
plot3 (xyz_ r(l) . ryz_r (2) ,xyz_r (3) • 'g+ ' ) ; 
'!; Calculate the new r,v vectors and ocbita l elements . 
: : ~~~;~ *v ' )' 
L. PRINT 
\- Puts II print push button on a figuz:-e. 
function prnbut _ prt 
prt _uicontrol (ge t, 
' Style' . 'push', 
' Units', 'normalized' .. 
'Pos i t ion', (.05, . 02 , .20, . 05], 
' String', ' Print ' , . 
'CallBack' . 'print ' ) ; 
1\1. ROTATION OeM 
\ -------- ---- - -
Calculation of the rotation matrices for a 3- 1 -3 
rotation to convert flCom per- ifoca l coordinates to 
heliocentr i c-ecliptic 
LCDR Wade Knudson 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Orbi t Visualization Routines 
Inputs : Omega , inc,omega 
Output : dcm 
Idem] .. rotmat (Omega. i ne. omega) 
[dem] _ rot(Omega , ine,omega) 
dtr .. p i / 180; 
o _Omega *d t r ; 
hine *d <;;:r; 
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o_omegi'l ~dtr; 
N. TRUE LONGITUDE OF PERIHELIO~ 
True lO;Jgitude of periapsis 
Used for elliptical orbits in ::he reference plane 
LCCR Wade Knudson 
Naval Postq:radua::e School 
Orbit Visualiz3ticr. Rou t ines 
Inputs: 
Output: Tn;.e longi>;; 'clde of periaps i s 
[om_ truel = t10p(e) 
function Otr;_ true • t10p (e) 
rtd ~ 
1= [1 0 
J _ (0 1 
emag ~ nort:".(e); 
if ctot(J , e) " 0, 
o m_tr1..;e _ J60 - 3cos(dot(I,e)/emag) ~ rto; 
om_>;;rue E acas (dot (I,e) /emag) " rtd, 
O. TRUE ANOMALY 
Calc1..;li'ltio:l of the tn:.e anomaly at epo ch , in degrt:les 
LCDR Wade Knuds::>:l 
Naval Postgraduate Scho::>l 




(nu ] ~ trui".cnom (r ..... ,e ,Cl) 
rt;n:::!: ion (nu ] = truanom (r,v,,, ,n ) 
H1-.ag _norm (r~ ; 
% First check roy circul"" orbit in the ecliptic:. I f :lot. skip . 
it dot IJ, ri <0, 
l ill n'do_ t _ 36 0 - acoslc.ot (: ,r)!r:tlag) · rtd; 
el!:; e 
lamda_t = acosldot(J,r: !rmilg ) +rtd; 
is a Ci"CU:ilY orbit in the 
longitude of 
a:1g1e between ari es a nd tll.., posit i on of the 
cil l i e d t he ,;:ruc l,-,ngituce a t epoch, 
% Next check f or circular inc line d c,bit. 1f not, skip. 
elseif ec::: =~ 0 i< nmag -~ 0 , 
i f do t (r.K) <0, 
= 360 - "COS Idot (n,r ) !(n'lldg +"mag)) *r t d; 
e lse 
u ~ acos(dot(n , r)!(mr,ag" rmilgl) ~ rtd; 
"",1 
i -s il c:ir:::ular, inclined orbit . \n') 
argument of perigee is k"own as t<-le \ n' ) 
o f l at~tl.,de at epoc'"!, and is 1:3.1£ c. e g . \n ' ,u ) 
i:' dot (Y,v) < 0 , 
(:1Uj = 360 - acos(dot (e,r)!lecc*rm<lg))*rtd; 
el s e 
(nu] = acos(dotl e ,r )! lecc* rmag))+rtd; 
" :'printt ( ' This is an e l l: pt ical u"bit \ n ' ) 
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if nmag __ 0 Ii< eCC _1 0, 
'<'fp:dntf('The orbit i s i!l the ecliptic.\!l ' ) 
%f;Jrintf('The ol'bi;: is inclined to the ecliptic.\'l') 
t rue ano~aly at epoch i s \-3 . 1f deg.\!l' ,nul 
end 
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U. SENSITIVITY SCRIPTS 
A. MISS RATIO CALCULATIONS: DEMOI 
TeJ - S.022~7S7e6 ; % sec 
su ~ 29.784852; " km/sec 
mu ~ 1 ; 
h_I _26 111.8 -.00 0 381; 
" v _ I _29.a -5.376 -0 .0 00043 1 ; 
r _ [AU 0 Cl/ l e6 ; 
v _ [ O $U 01; 
num_ orbs '" 1; 
1; Ca l culate the orbital e l ements for the E,)rth f rom the rlv vectors; 
1; Input are the posit ion and ve l ocity vectors 
" Outputs are shown: 
" " "" " " " ,,'<t% .. .. i"i"ta\tt t\\ ,O ,O,O\\ \\ u,O"" .. r;\% t% '!;%U %t%% U t t tt%%U \Ut%\- \ " 
, 
\- choese an a ,e fol' ol'bit and selv!! for nU_ 2 fo:: the ne w o::bit 
" Determine if user wants another or-bit calculated 
" p l t " input('Do you want to ca l culate a ne .. orbit? yin ly): , 's'); 
if p I t ~_ 'y'. 
t fprintf ( . \nYoCl may no ... · calculate a r.e\< i n ':er-cept orbit typ<' . \ n') ; 
%':ype _ input ( ' Do you want to p l ot an Ellips e , Pal'abola, or- Hyperbo l "' ? 
e/p/h ',' s '); 
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% ~ A A A ~ ~ ~ AA A A~ A A A A A A A ~ A AA~ A A AA~ A A AA~ A A A~~ A ~ A A A AA AA~ ~ ~ A A A A A A A A A A A AAA A A 
.. Ca l cu13te new r/v vectors based on i!"1putting dcsired value'" o f 
\" a,e , inc. Omega , omega , o r.d nu "re not variables , b ut fixed, based 
"on the Earth's orbit. 
if type ~ ~ 'e', t Eliptical/Circular Plot 
lr_ new, v_new, r.'J_new, ctcm2, ecc) ke:ipl (rma9_ e, acm_ e, nu_ c) ; 
e l sei f type - - 'p', .. ParClbol ic Crbit Plot 
[r_new, v_:lew. r.u_newl ~parabola (rmag , dcm, nul 
'!; end plot ting of seco:ld orbit 
" Compute the orbital para:neters of the new orbit: 
global compare 
[a_ a, ecc_a , O_a, inc_a, o_a, nu_ a , E_a,M_o,dcm_a , rmag_ol _ param (r_r.cw, v_ne ... ) ; 
~ CO:T.put e the period of the a steroid's orbit 
% ::-r. Earth years 
'!; Input here how many a steroid orbits to go throug:'1 . You sr.ould go through 
" at leas t one asteroid crbita l period to ensure suffic ient time for 
def lect ion. 
:l_a ~ sqrt Imu_ s/a_a~ 3); % mf'an motion 
t - ·TP*num_orbs*365 . 25 *24~360 0/n;; :e- cor.vert years to :;a no nic a l 
global t 
del':a V required along t h e fl ight puth 
1; Coxpute mf'C1n ano:naly for some past time . 
~~~~:l - _MM~;e>~*~~x (Myrev/2/pi 1 *2*pi ... 2*p i; 
global M---'prev ecc_a 
'i:" previouS eccent l·ic anomaly 
Eyrev _ fz eroi 'fu!"1' ,Myrev); 
1; Compute previous tru e ancmaly 
nuyrev ~ acos ((ecc_a - cos (EJrev) )/(ecc_a*cos (F:yrev) 1)) *rtd ; 
\" Compu'::e rmag for previous time 
rmagy:-ev _ a_ a* (l-ecc_a~cos (Ey:-ev)) ; 
~ Compute the :-/v at the previous time 
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lryrev vyrev) _elip2 (rmagyrev ,dcm_il, nUJlrev, ecc_o, a_a) ; 
'l- [a.,ay, ecc_3y , O_3y , inc_ aJ', o_ay, nu_ ay, E_aJl, ~_ay, dcm_ayJ 
paramiryrev.vyrev l; 
% Com;Jute the ne'" m3trix o f de lta_ "'5 
[ e- Iyrev ... I_next rv_ ne x t l .. deltavi ryrev,vyrev,de I _tot,nu_new) ; 
c i,ne_ratio~ [nu_ne '" a_ a ecc_ a Imag_del_ rvI2 :6, 1) /6378 . 115) ' 1 ; 
(printf('\n a e 0. 0 22.5 45 67 .5 
90\n') ; 
f print f ('\ 0 
'07 . 4f\"7 . 4 ft 7 . 4ft7 .4.f% '/ . 4f1r7 . 4f'o7 . .. fIr? .4 ft 7 .H\n\n '. [time_ratio l ) ; 
fprin t !!'\n '), 
keyboard 
B. DELTA V DETERL'1L"ATION 
func t ion [elyrev, el_next, rv_nextl _ del t av (rl. vI , dv_tot . TIu_ ne '",) 
% Cunstants 
AU ~ 1 .4959965eB: 
Tn - 5. 0226757e6 ; 
29 . 784852; 
\- Orbit values: 
r_rl ~ le6/AU; 
v~ vl/SU; 
% an>,!ular momentum 
i f ecc<le-l0 , 
e _ [0 0 0 ] ; 
\- Check if eccencri cicy i s z ero 
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ecc ~ O ; 
'I: node vector 
n ~ cross (K, h); 
\" Check ~f incli71,,:ion is zero 
nrr.as-O; 
at epoch 
t Compute the inclination 
inc ~ incl (h) ; 
\" Compute the lcngitc:.de of ascending node 
Omega - lOIn (n) ; 
'I: Compute the argument of perigee 
omega _ avp(n,e,r); 
~ Compute the rotation ,r,atrix 
dcm_rot (Omega, inc ,omega) ; 
for k ~ 1:5, 
dv~[x(k) y(k) z(k)l; 
if abs (x(k») < le -!2 
x(k) - 0; 







z{5JI ' ); 
(rot~ (vI T dvl' )' 
_ (rot*(v1 + dV2 ' )')' 
(rot * (vl + dv3' ) ' )' 
_ ( rot" (v i + dv4 ') ') ' 
_ ( rot* (v1 !- dv5')') ' 
t print the o l d pO!Jiti o n a:l.d velec i ty veclcr.o LInd the new velocity 
ryrev ~ rl; 
vyrev - vI ; 
dv _ [vyrev ;·":l"\o'_1,vr.f''''_2;vIu''''_3;'\r.lew_4 ;vne\o' 51; 
%fprintf ( '\nObjVectors 
C. DETERt"fINATION OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS 
[0 ryrcv vyrev I ) 
[l ryrev I ) 
[2 rynov ) ) 
[J ry:-ev ] ) 
[4 r y:::e v I ) 
[" :::yre v ]1 
t- ?i:::st brirc9 in the r and v vectors that you "',,"nt te c o nvert 
1;: ~- is the posil i on vecter 
" dv is d 5x .1 matrix with tl"'.e ve l ocity vect o rs f or ~he 'Jdricus delta v's 
vl ~ dv; 
%- Cons,::"nts 
, .19S9965e8; 
., .0226757c6 ; 
.. Orbit v<llucs · 
[m n l wsize (6v); 
for s _ l:m, 
i" Ccnvert to c a ncnica l units 
~mag_no,.m(rl ; 
vmag~:1orm (v) ; 
% "ngular momentum 
"_C,OS5 (r , vl ; 
hmag~norm(h) ; 
.. node vec tor 
n ~ c,oss(K,h); 




\- Find t h e tru e a nomaly at epoch 
n u & t r u anom {r, v, e ,n J ; 
t Co mp u t e the i nc l ination 
i nc _ inc1 (h ) ; 
t Comput e the l ongit u d e of ascend ing node 
Omega31an In! ; 
\- Compute t h e argument o f perigee 
omega _ aop (n , e,r j ; 
% Compute t h" r ota t i on mat r i x 
clem_rot (Omega, inc , omega ) ; 
t Compute the eccent r i c anoma l y and :nean a:lomaly 
0: _ acos : (e cc_" + cos Inu*dt r l ) ! (l + e c c_n *co s Inu ' dtr ) ) ) ; 
M _ IE - ecc _ n*sin(E)) ; 
t Ne xt e ccentric anoma l y 
E_ next _ f zero (' f unl ', M_next) ; 
\- Compute next: t I"ue " norna l y 
nu_ nex t & . acos ( (ecc_n - cos ( E_nex t)) I (ecc_ n ' co s IE_next ) 1 1) * r t d ; 
i f sinIE_next: )<O , 
nu_ next EJ6 0-nu_ n e x t; 
t compu t e nnag f or ne x t time 
r ma g_ nex t _ a ' (1 - e cc_ n ' c05 (E_nex t ) ) i 
t Comput e tlI e r Iv at the n ex t: time 
Ir_ next v_ next] _e l ip2 (rmag_ nex t, nu_n e"" nu_next, ecc_n, a) ; 
r _ne x t _r _next; 
v_next ~ v_next; 





Calcu l ation of the Eliptical/c;'rcular orbit 
LCDR \,ade K."1.uUson 
Naval postgraduate School 
Orbit Visuali2ation Ro'-'tines 
Inputs: rmag,dcm,nu 
Cser input: a,ecc . newinc 
Output: r,v, a nd nu tor tl".e new orbit 
Files called: 
[r , 'l,nu_ne.o'] ~ elip(rmag,dcD,nu) 
(r.v,nu_:lew ,dcm2,ecc] = elipl(rmag.dcm,nu) 
it- Const a nts 
rtd _ 
dtr -
su - 29.784852, 
, 
% These are tl".e controlling p a rameters of the :lew ellipse 
, 
%%%H% .. %%%% .. %%1; .... " \ %n%Ht%% ';t .. U%n%\ % U%%l:';% %~%n " 1; ,O % "%-%%% 
er;c-O.I, 
ry_a* II -eee) , 
p _ r_p* (l-ecc ), %':'0 j (l-ece: j.:.u, 
newinc _O, 
if eec _~ 0, t If circular then nO 
" rotation to argument 
% of periapsis (m'_r.ewl 
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\- ro ta te the new orbit to the line af node (-nu), then to desired 
inclinat ion, 
\- and finall y rotate nU_ 2 to get epoch to r. 
dcm2_ dcm~cz (-nu *dtr ) 'cx I - newinc*cttr) ~ cz (nu_ new*dtr) ; 
(dcm2 ' r1') • 
E. ELIP 2 
C<l l culatian of the Eliptical/circular orbit 
LCDR Wilde Knudso;) 
N,wa l Postgraduate School 
Or bit Visualization Routines 
Inputs : rmag,dcm , nu 
Output : and nu for the ne'" orbit 
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(r,v , :lu_ new l _ elipirrnag,dcm,nu) 
fc;.nctio:l [r,v] = elip2 (rmag,dcm,nuyrev , e c c , a ) 
AU - 1 .4959965 .. 8, 
'10 _ .5 . 8226757e6, 
SU = 29 . 784852; 
t emp F cz inuyrev~ dtr) ; 
r=r~ AU/le6 , 
v _v " SU; 
F. FUNCTION 
\: selve Kepler ' s equation fer E 
f U:lc t ion J( _ f "n (E) 
global ~jyr"v ecc_a 
G. FUNCfTON I 
.. Solve Kepler ' s equa tion fo!: E 
function [x] = funl (E) 




.. Solves for a,ecc,Omcga,i,omega,nu.E,t-:,dcm, and rmag from r,V 






I .. [100]; 
J .. [0 1 0] ; 
K .. [0 0 1]; 
AU .. L4959965e8; 
W _ 5.0226757e6; 
SU .. 29.78485:>; 
% Earth values: 
r_rl"le6!AU; 
v _vl/SU, 
l angular momentum 
if ecc<le-10, % Check if eccentricity is :>era 
e ~ (O 0 0); 
e cc _O; 
l node vector 
n _ cross (K,hl .. 
nmag=nOYffi In) ; 
if nmag<le - lO, t Check if incliniltion is z ero 
o OJ; 
l Find t he t rue anoma ly at epoch 
nu .. truanam(r,v,e,nl ; 
t Compute the incl ination 
inc .. i ncl (h); 
. 
p • 
%- Compute t~le longitude of ascer.ding node 
O_lanln) ; 
l Compute the argument of pe:c-igee 
a .. aop{n,e,::); 
t compute the rotation man-ix 
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dcm_ro t (C,i:1C,o) ; 
E _ 8COo;{ (ecc + cos(nu*dtr) ) I (1 + e cc*cos{nu*d:;r)) ); 
ecc * sin{E) ; 
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